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ABSTRACT

READING STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

IN BEGINNING READERS

(September 1979)

Cynthia M. Elliott, B.A., Fisk University
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by: Professor Rudine Sims

Beginning reading instruction has traditionally been predicated

on assumptions about the print-ignorance of beginners. In this and

other print-abundant environments, these may in fact be unwarranted

assumptions. Beginning readers functioning as the curious learning

organisms that they are, have in most instances developed skills for

dealing with print. This skill development occurs in response to the

learners' need to make sense of the printed matter so much a part of

his/her environment. For beginning reading instruction to answer the

requirements of these developing readers, it is necessary that it be

based on what readers already know about print and on what strategies

they will need to acquire to become proficient readers.

This study looks at the skills and behaviors of youngsters at the

start of formal reading instruction. It is the purpose of this study

to use psychol ingui Stic and miscue analysis theories to evaluate the

responses that beginning readers make to an illustrated print medium.

The evaluations will suggest which language cueing systems appear to

influence the responses of the readers. The evaluations will also



give an indication of how these learners perceive the task of read-

ing.

This study also looks at the changes which occur in reader

response patterns over the course of the first year of formal instruc-

tion. The instructional practices and materials which may impact on

the readers in this study are also examined.

The study yielded interesting information on the thirty beginning

readers who agreed to participate in this study. Each of the respon-

dents in the study interacted with the print in a unique fashion. No

two respondents gave identical responses and the cueing systems used in

making the responses were attended to with similar originality. Each

reader seemed in possession of a unique set of strategies for dealing

with print.

Patterns of strategy use did emerge in the population. Certain

readers ignored or attended to cue systems in the language with some

similarity. While responses were in all cases different, cueing systems

were similarly observed and/or ignored by some subjects. Readers could

in fact be grouped according to the similarity in their cue system

observations. At the first observation, seven patterns of strategy or

cue system use were apparent.

By the second observation, the population was less diverse with

respect to their patterns of strategy or cue system use. Where seven

patterns emerged in the first observation, the number was reduced to

five by the second observation.

vi i i



Instruction did indeed seem implicated in the changes which

occurred in the reading strategies of these subjects over the year of

formal reading instruction. The graphophonic cueing system, for exam-

ple, received considerable instructional emphasis at both research

sites. The major change in the population came in subjects who had at

the beginning ignored graphophonic cues but by the end of the study

relied heavily on these cues. Other subjects using graphophonic cues

only minimally at the outset of instruction began by the end of the

study to process practically all of the graphophonic cues often to the

point of producing graphophonical ly accurate non-words.

The results of this study would seem to indicate that beginning

readers know a great deal about reading and about the print that sur-

rounds them in their environment. Treating beginning readers in this

situation as though they have little or no knowledge of print,

language, or reading, is a practice unsupported by the findings of this

study.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Reading and the Possibility of Literacy

The Mystery That Is Reading

In an attempt to define reading, a major survey, The Psychology of

Readi ng (Gibson and Levin, 1975), renders no fewer than seven defini-

tions; describes at least six different models of the process; and

includes five essays from proficient readers on what they think happens

when they read. Reading clearly is an activity sufficiently complex to

defy easy description or definition. Gibson and Levin settle on the

notion that reading is "an active . . . self-directed . . . process of

extracting information from text . . . for many purposes" (p. 5). They

report further that reading is a perceptual, cognitive and psychologi-

cal phenomenon. They write: "reading is a high-order perceptual

process;" also, "reading is a highly complex cognitive process involv-

ing more than perceptual skill" (p. 11); finally, "reading is a flow of

psychological processes" which when "the stages of acquisition are suf-

ficiently finished, is a kind of living" (p. 475).

Any sufficient definition of reading, like an inclusive definition

of the human organism, must embrace both lower order mechanical behav-

iors and higher-order psychological and spiritual phenomena. This

psycho-physiological spiritual process, this special form of linguistic
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symbol processing, reading, is many related things. It is, like the

life-sustaining harvest, "a gathering and choosing from what is writ-

ten (Huey, 1968, p. 1); it is, like talking with a venerable sage,

"the getting or giving counsel from a book" (Huey, 1968, p. 1); it is,

like mining a precious ore, "extracting information from text" (Gibson

and Levin, 1975, p. 5); it is, like an active, growing, loving child,

"a (special) kind of living" (Gibson and Levin, 1975, p. 475).

The Importance of Reading

Having, in part, defined reading, it may prove useful to look at

the importance of reading. In some cultures, this form of symbol pro-

cessing has little significance. But in this, a print-literate culture,

reading pervades many aspects of living. Reading is required in so many

parts of one's life that it is essential that reading is mastered for

full participation. Children particularly have need to master this

skill early, since their educational and later pursuits depend con-

siderably on reading. If one is to "keep pace with one's companions,"

and when not to do so has dire economic, political, educational and

perhaps even developmental consequences, it is imperative that reading

belong to all who would desire or benefit from it.

The Possibility of Literacy

Reading is not only an important skill, but one whose mastery has

seemed fraught with difficulty. In view of what must often seem insur-

mountable difficulty with mastering reading, one wonders if indeed

literacy is possible for all. It might seem that the gods are seleCk,ive
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and only visit this miracle on the chosen. It might seem, if you

believe, along with the Jensens (1973), Jenckses (1972) and Shockleys

(1972), that certain populations through some genetic joke are less

well equipped for the task than others. It might seem, as it must to

the advocators of compensatory education programs, that certain popula-

tions have been denied access to social, economic, and educational

opportunities and require remediation before literacy is possible.

Neither the mystical reverence which used to surround reading (Huey,

1968), nor the difficulties in its mastery, nor the social or genetic

deficiency, real or imagined, should discourage the expectation that

all children, barring specific physical impairment, can learn to

read.

The human organism is nothing if not a competent learner. The

human being learns most of the conduct which it displays. Dobzhansky,

the Russian cultural biologist, suggests that learning is responsible

for more of human conduct than instinct or heredity. He writes:

Children inherit their biological heredity from their

parents through the sex cells, but they inherit culture by

learning from people not necessarily related to them.

. . . the process of transmission of culture is vastly

more efficient than biological heredity (Dobzhansky, 1955,

p. 4)

.

If the child displays what we consider failure behaviors, those behav-

iors have been learned just as success behaviors have been. Children

learn to speak the language spoken to them, demonstrating their enormous

capacity to learn. When these same children fail to read, one might

assume that this failure was learned in the same way that his/her talk-

ing was learned. Teaching children to read may be as simple a matter as
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building positively on learning competence and avoiding building nega-

tively on this same competence. Literacy for all children is not only

a possibility, but must become a reality. Producing non-readers in a

society so dependent on reading can be considered near criminal. This

dissertation examines beginning reading to discover, among other things,

ways to build positively on the learning competence of beginners.

Beginning Reading: An Examination

Statement of Problem

Despite the biological predisposition, and enormous learning capa-

cities of children, the fact remains that many beginning readers "fail"

to become proficient readers. How the beginning reader arrives at

proficient reading is a question much in need of an answer. Asked

another way, who is, to borrow from Saint-Exupery , "the (beginning

reader) from whom this grown-up (proficient reader) grew" (1943). The

proficient reader is one who copes easily with the ever-increasing

sources of print. Reading is so much a part of living, for the profi-

cient reader, that it goes on at scarcely a conscious level. The stop

signs, roadside messages, advertisements, slogans, bumper stickers,

this page, are met and routinely and effortlessly observed, absorbed,

ignored, laughed at, or criticized. The proficient reader can use his/

her skills for as many purposes as there are reasons for printed mes-

sages. If he/she chooses, the reader can, inform, counsel, inspire,

entertain, anger or relieve anxiety, by reading.
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How this proficient reader is able to do what he/she does is still

somewhat a mystery. It does seem clear, however, that the accomplished

reader is in possession of certain behaviors or strategies, that allow

him/her to get at the messages preserved in print. Some of those behav-

iors likely include: efficient use of grapho-phonic information present

in the message; efficient use of "implicit information in the grammati-

cal structures" (Goodman, 1969, p. 17) of the message; efficient use and

possession of an "experiential conceptual background" (Goodman, 1969,

p. 17) for the message.

The beginning reader is likely all the things the proficient

reader is, only a little less experienced at being them. Like the pro-

ficient reader, the beginning reader is a symbol processer; a language-

user; a learner; an adaptor; a pattern-recognizer; a generally curious

being. It is not easy to determine exactly when this curious, language-

user begins reading in this and other print-abundant environments.

Goodman and Goodman (1977) offer that reading may begin almost as early

as talking. They write:

Children growing up in literate societies begin to respond

to print as language almost as early as they begin to talk.

Traffic signs and commercial logos, the most functional and

situational ly embedded written language in the environment,

are learned easily and early (pp. 322-323).

More certainty surrounds the start of "formal" reading instruction.

Our notion of who the beginning reader is, is influenced by a rather

arbitrarily designated start of formal reading instruction. The begin-

ning reader may in fact be the neonate beginning to recognize its

parents, or the toddler who has just learned to imitate the sound of a
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train, or the adolescent just discovering a book on body-building. The

beginning reader has embarked on a journey that will hopefully bring

him/her to a comfortable and easy relationship with print. Even as we

are less sure of the port of departure, we are sure of the destination--

proficient reading.

Researchers have looked relentlessly at the period of beginning

reading instruction in an attempt to discover ways to increase the num-

ber of proficient readers. Most often, beginning reading researchers

looked at: the instruction, hoping to discover which methods serve

v/hich students best (Bond and Dykstra, 1966); the indices which might

predict reading failure (deHirsh and Jansky, 1966); or the notion of

"readiness" for reading (Brazziel, 1962; Russell, 1963). Questions

about method, failure prediction; or the preconditions of reading may

indeed be worthwhile but that these are the most productive questions

is not clear. If one is interested in becoming a great tennis player

or facilitating great tennis play, it does not seem a productive course

to compare beginning tennis instruction, or to predict likely tennis

failure, or determine pre-conditions for tennis success. It would seem

more productive to look at a great tennis player, ascertain from his

playing the elements of good play and/or if possible determine how such

accomplishment is achieved. When one looks at beginning tennis, it is

from the perspective of what great tennis players can do and how the

behaviors of beginners compare.

Beginning reading research raises many questions which must concern

researchers and teachers. Some of the questions and issues will be
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discussed before the procedures for the Reading Strategies Research

Project are outlined.

Some Issues in Beginning Reading Research

Research in beginning reading is designed primarily to discover

"guidelines for good practices in reading" (Karlin, 1973, p. 5); or,

as Chall (1967) points out, it is designed "to answer practical ques-

tions" (p. 88) about some method or practice in use. Such questions

include: which method is better; and when is the best time to start?

Another design feature of beginning reading research is the search for

causes and cures for reading difficulties and failure. Part of Chall 's

quest in Learning to Read: The Great Debate , is the discovery of "what

is known about the influence of general intelligence and language skill

on success in learning to read" (p. 6).

Search-for-Guidel ines Studies . Several search-for-guidel ines

studies have been reviewed by Karlin (1973). He divides the studies

into: Basal, Organization and Classroom practice studies. The majority

of studies included in his review were a part of the first-grade U.S.O.E.

studies, summarized by Bond and Dykstra (1967). From the basal studies,

Karlin concluded:

1 . That one type of program does not seem to be over-

whelmingly superior to another

2. That differences in program effectiveness might be

attributed to teacher variables

3. That any one program fails to provide for all reading

requirements (p. 7).
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From the Organization studies, he concluded that:

1. There are times when it is feasible to teach a
class of children as a whole, providing all can
benefit from the offering.

2. Grouping can narrow but not completely eliminate
the range of reading abilities. Recognizing the
difficulties in providing for individual differ-
ences, teachers might function more effectively if
the range were not too great.

3. Combinations of individual and group instruction
seem to be more productive than either alone.
Teachers can take advantage of any organizational
patterns which assist them in meeting the learn-
ing requirements of all their pupils.

4. No organizational plan will insure reading success.
The "know-how" the teacher brings to the plan is

what counts (pp. 9-10)

.

Finally, Karlin looks at the implications from research related to

classroom practices. After looking at the research on readiness, early

reading, remediation, appropriate materials, discovery learning, learn-

ing modalities, vocabulary development, comprehension, content area

skills, and skill practice, he concludes that "there are few definitive

conclusions" (Karlin, 1973, p. 17). Trends rather than answers emerge

from this type of research.

Jeanne Chall (1967) also bemoans the inconclusive state of the

research. Chall further asserts that the research generally is "inade-

quate in both depth and scope" (p. 88). "The questions . . . have

usually not been answered well. Other questions have not been asked"

(p. 88).

Maliphant, Supramaniam, and Saraga (1974) similarly lament the

state of experimental research in reading. They point to three problem.s
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with this research (i.e., word recognition, sentence reading contextual

clues). The difficulty lies in assuming that assessment by such tests

necessarily indicates the nature of the problem or its cause. Secondly,

most of the research fails to establish a cause/effect relationship but

proceeds as if one exists. The third problem is with the design of

most research which fails to account for many important variables.

This failure makes application of the research difficult if not impossi-

ble.

The questions and research on reading practices seem indeed to

leave something wanting. The research into the causes and cures of

reading failure seems also problem-laden. This second type of research

seems to fall into a category that Chall (1967) describes as parochial.

Like scientists in other fields, especially in the social
sciences, these researchers have been influenced by the
philosophical assumptions and social problems of the times,
both in selecting problems and particularly in drawing con-
clusions and making recommendations (p. 89).

Cause-and/or-Cure Studies . Much of the cause-and-cure research

looks for its answers at the "personal characteristics of the learner"

rather than at method or readiness. Researchers have looked at the

"race" of the learner, the "Cultural" advantage or, more often, "dis-

advantage" of the learner, and the socio-economic status of the

learners, to try to explain causes of reading failure, or to offer

cures which could be tested by research.

"Racial" Causes of Reading Failure . Comparisons of student

performance across racial lines is a practice not peculiar to reading

researchers. Looking at the differences between black and white
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students in school performance and debating the causes has been a past-

time in the United States for as long as there has been public educa-

tion for both races (Ogbu, 1978, p. 67). Reading researchers only

reflect a prevailing ethos about race and racial differences when they

design research that looks at reading performance as a function of race.

Studies like those conducted by Bordeaux and Shope (1966); Stauffer

(1966); Spache, et al
. (1966); look at method of instruction or readi-

ness but still compare achievement along racial lines.

The difficulties with racial comparisons are many. At the most

fundamental level for instance the term "race" presents problems of

definition. Ashley Montagu offers:

. . . the term corresponds to no reality whatever, but

constitutes an amalgam of erroneous and stultifying ideas

of the most damaging kind . . . (and) has been made the

basis of social and political action of the most heinous

kind (Montagu, 1975, p. 1).

If by race one means an ethnic group which is defined by customs and

common traits, rather than a genetically determinable group, there is

still difficulty with drawing comparisons. Despite the claims of

researchers like Jensen (1969, 1973), Garrett (1971), and Ingle (1970),

there exists no evidence that the physical characteristics on which

ethnic or "racial" identification is made are connected to group

achievement (Montagu, 1975, p. 2). The popularity of this assumption

is still insufficient reason for its adoption in research design. Many

factors of ethnic group existence in a society impact on individual

performance. Simple comparisons along these very questionable lines

would not seem to yield particularly useful information.
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"Cultural" Causes of Reading Failure . Unsatisfied by purely

racial or ethnic explanations of school performance differences, some

researchers began to assert that "cultural deprivation" was the culprit

(Ausubel , 1964; Bloom, et al
. , 1965; M. Deutsch, et al . ; Gottfried,

1973; Hunt, 1964). Cultural deprivation theory holds that "children

are culturally deprived when they come from home and neighborhood

environments that do not provide them with adequately organized stimu-

lation for normal development (Ogbu, 1978, p. 44). As a consequence of

their deprivation, these children are supposedly "retarded in linguistic,

cognitive and social development" (Ogbu, 1978, p. 44). Although the

proponents of cultural deprivation theory insist that "culturally

deprived" referred to no specific racial group, the studies and pro-

grams overwhelmingly involve black children.

Reading researchers began to subscribe to the notion of cultural

deprivation in substantial numbers. These researchers began to label

the subjects of their research: "disadvantaged" (Bereiter and Engelman,

1966; Cohen, 1967; Goldberg and Tannebaum, 1967; Hunt, 1967; Dunn,

1967; Goldman, 1969; Harris and Serwer, 1966; Hawkridge, Tallmadge and

Larsen, 1968; Rauch, 1967), "culturally disadvantaged" (Brazziel ,

1962; Fite and Schwartz, 1965), "socially disadvantaged" (Cohen, 1965),

"educationally disadvantaged" (DiLorenzo and Salter, 1968), "culturally

deprived" (Hal pass, William and Gilmore, 1967; Riesman, 1962), and

"psychosocial ly deprived" (Hodges, McCandless and Spicker, 1967).

Culture seems to be taken here as a commodity which is possessed

in greater and lesser degrees by different groups of people. Moreover,
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it seems to exist in superior and inferior forms. The biological evi-

dence supports neither of these views. It is rather that "the genetic

endowments which permit the acquisition and maintenance of culture are

the property of the human species as a whole, not of any one race"

(Dobzhansky, 1967, p. 354). Culture is transmitted by learning. And

from an evolutionary point of view, the human species is indeed a cul-

tural creation. That is to say that those things inherited by learning

are as influential in the evolution of man as are those things inherited

through the sex cells. If a human organism exists, he/she, by defini-

tion, is a cultural being and cannot therefore be deprived of culture,

except through death, or some other extreme separation of the organism

from the forces of evolution.

Linguistic Causes of Reading Failure . From the theory of

cultural deprivation stems the notion that some reading failure, par-

ticularly among black children, is due to "linguistic deprivation."

Social scientists, particularly educational psychologists,
generally labeled black students as "verbally deprived"
(Bereiter, 1965; Bereiter, et al . , 1966; Bereiter and

Engelman, 1966; C. Deutsch, 1964; M. Deutsch, et al . , 1967;

Jensen, 1968; Whiteman and Deutsch, 1968). Many of the

efforts in the 1960's to explain why black children were

failing in school, especially in reading skills, and what

solutions were needed to prevent that failure were based on

the notion of verbal deprivation (Ogbu, 1978, p. 203).

Again, the linguistic evidence runs counter to this assumption.

Different dialects of the language in no way constitute linguistic

deprivation (NCTE conference paper).

"Scientific Colonialism" in Reading Research. How are

researchers able to cling to what seem indefensible positions? The
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researchers seem unable to shake themselves from what Wade Nobles (1978)

refers to as scientific colonialism" and "concept incarceration" and

what Kenneth Goodman (1974) refers to as elitism, racism, and entho-

centrism. All the theories and assumptions here discussed hold in some

way to the notion that the learning or teaching mechanisms of some

groups of people (mainly black people) are somehow defective. The

defects are caused either by cultural deprivation or conflict, institu-

tional inequity or genetic underendowment. The evidence seems over-

whelmingly to suggest that this human, learning, cultural organism,

black or otherwise, learns efficiently and well all its behaviors save

the first nursing and grasping infant behaviors.

It seems unlikely that the researchers guilty of this "unscien-

tific" behavior will be dissuaded from their course through persuasion,

semantics or data, as is suggested by Fried (1965) and Montagu (1962).

It is, however, important for researchers working in this area to

recognize that the research and literature is in many cases unsatis-

factory. It is also necessary, it seems, to design alternate models

for research which do not duplicate the errors of the previous

research

.

Reading Strategies Research Project

The reading project undertaken for this dissertation is designed

as an alternative for many models of beginning reading research. It

looks at the strategies and behaviors which children who have learned

oral language and live in a print-abundant environment bring to reading
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instruction. It considers ethnicity, social and cultural, geographical

factors in terms of the experiential backgrounds and strengths that can

be built on for reading. It looks at the literature which subscribes to

the view of children as healthy, learning organisms. The results of

this project will, it is hoped, give some cause to reexamine some of

the models and assumptions used in beginning reading research, which

are not only theoretically unsound, but also do damage to the children

they seek to help. The discussion of this project begins with a look

at the theoretical assumptions which give it its impetus.

Theoretical Underpinnings . The assumptions of this project about

beginning reader/ reading derive from "Psychol inguistic"^ and "Miscue

Analysis" research. It is important to look at some of the major ideas

advanced in these areas, because what is being advanced is a new way

of looking at reading and reading instruction.

Psycholinguistics . Frank Smith (1973), a major contributor

in this area, contends, for example, that two ideas have impacted par-

ticularly on notions of reading and reading instruction:

(1) That the more that is known about a subject, the less

visual information required to identify a letter,

word, or meaning, and

(2) There is a severe limit on the amount of information

that can be processed through the visual system.

Hhe term "psycholinguistic"

even bizarre events, but here

has labeled a number of interesting

and even bizarre events, but here the term is used to mean the research

and researchers who occupy the position at the intersection of the

fields of Cognitive Psychology, Transformational Generative Linguistics,

and Reading. Some of these theorists are: Frank Smith, Kenneth Goodman,

Paul Kolers, Carol Chomsky, Charles Read, Jane Torrey, Yetta Goodman,

and Dorothy Watson.



Much of the writing and research in this area supports and builds on

these two notions.
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In keeping with these notions, Kenneth Goodman (1970) offers this

theoretical view of reading:

Reading is a psycholinguistic process by which the reader
(language user) reconstructs, as best he can, a message
which has been encoded as a graphic display (p. 103).

The efficient language user, suggests Goodman, continuously samples the

graphic display, predicts the upcoming structures, and tests his/her

predictions "against the semantic context which he builds up from the

situation" (Goodman, 1970, p. 103), thereby confirming or rejecting his/

her predictions.

Paul Kolers, through his experiments in pattern recognition, pre-

sents convincing data that indicates "recognizing words does not occur

by the piecemeal recognition of their letters" (Kolers, 1970, p. 38).

His experiments show also that "reading of connected discourse (does

not) proceed by the piecemeal recognition of words" (Kolers, 1970,

p. 38).

Psycholinguists have considered questions of decoding, phonics

and spelling, in the context of the evidence on the needs and limita-

tions of the visual system. Frank Smith (1973) argues persuasively

that decoding to sound (the goal of much beginning reading instruction)

is an inefficient, at best, and an impractical, near impossible avenue

to meaning. Smith contends that meaning does indeed precede sound and

not the converse. Phonics, he asserts, at its best "can provide only

approximations." Phonics as a system is cumbersome. Moreover, phonics
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makes little attempt to handle "exceptions" and English is a language

replete with phonetic exceptions.

Carol Chomsky (1970) looked at the English spelling system and

concluded that English spellings, though often phonetically irregular,

are efficient, abstract lexical representations. English spellings

preserve lexical regularities at the expense of phonetic consistency.

The lexical relations of the words muscle and muscular , for example,

are retained in the spellings when phonetic regularization would elimi-

nate elements of the two words which indicate clearly their connected-

ness .

The research and writing in the area of psycholinguistics divests

reading instruction of many unsupported assumptions. Ideas about

phonics, spelling, dialect, oral reading, and reading errors have been

challenged by the evidence uncovered. The review of literature for

this dissertation will take a more exhaustive look at the research in

this category.

Miscue Analysis . One important consequence of the wedding

of psycholinguistics and reading is the development of a constructive

way of looking at the "mistakes" made in oral reading--miscue analysis.

Analysis of the oral miscues "began in 1962 as a technique for studying

closely what children do when they read" (Goodman, 1976, p. 1). Miscue

analysis developed under the leadership of Kenneth Goodman. It is a

"system for comparing expected oral reading responses with observed

oral reading responses" (Goodman, 1976, p. 1). The term miscue is used

"in an attempt to avoid some of the stigma frequently attached to words
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like wrong" [Smith, 1973, p. 158).

Goodman and Goodman (1977) indicate that in oral reading the

responses are produced as the reader strives to reconstruct meaning.

This fact makes oral reading an excellent laboratory for examining the

processes and competence that underlie reading. Miscue Analysis, there-

fore, gives researchers much evidence including evidence on how the

reader;

-- processes graphic information
miscues are often graphically quite similar
to expected responses;

-- processes syntactic information
in miscues involving substitutions, nouns
are often substituted for nouns, verbs for
verbs

;

— transforms sentence structures
miscues often involve changing dependent
to independent clauses; questions to declara-
tion;

-- uses conceptual background to predict grammar and

meaning
miscues often involve substitution of less

familiar expressions for more familiar
expressions. (American readers often substi-

tute "headlight" for "headlamp.");

-- builds and uses strategies while reading

miscues made on repeated structures and

expressions often change and improve over

the course of reading.

The miscue analysis procedure, which will be outlined in Chapter

II, is a research tool used "to understand the reading process and to

perfect the theoretical model of the process" (Goodman, 1969, p. 28).

Some of the leaders in this field of research should be noted here.

Of course Kenneth Goodman, Professor of Education at the University of
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Arizona, is a major force in this area. Carolyn Burke and Yetta

Goodman, who developed the Reading Miscue Inventory , are also major

contributors in this field. The work of these and other researchers

in miscue analysis will be examined more thoroughly in the "Review of

Literature" in Chapter II.

Beyond Miscue Analysis . A consequence of having gained what

many think is a clearer view of the reading process through miscue

analysis, is that reading now appears to be accomplished through the

readers' use of specific strategies. Dorothy Watson (In Goodman, 1976)

contributes

:

. . . within the reading process there is an element of
organization which requires readers to use specific strate-
gies. These strategies are, in a sense, stored in the long-
term memory of the reader and are energized when the reader
interacts with print. These strategies involve predicting,
confirming, correcting, and integrating meaning; they are

available to the less proficient, as well as to the accom-

plished, reader (p. 104).

Inasmuch as this research project hopes to look at the reading behaviors,

"strategies," of beginning readers, it will be important to look at the

literature pertinent to this topic.

Purpose of Study . The purpose of this study is to investigate the

"reading" behaviors of learners at the start of formal reading instruc-

tion, and to look at the development of these behaviors during the first

year of instruction. Little beyond the theoretical exists about the

"reading" children do before and during initial instruction.

In order to be able to observe the behaviors of interest, a number

of first graders were asked to read a story and their responses were
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recorded. The children were encouraged to use whatever skills they

wanted to make sense of the print. A second observation using a dif-

ferent story was made later in the academic year. Analysis of these

responses should result in a description of the strategies employed by

beginning readers, both before and at the end of a year of formal

instruction.

The Research Questions . The study of beginning reading can take

many directions. Researchers have already demonstrated the variety of

forms that study in this area can take. This study's focus is shaped

by a theoretical framework growing out of the work done in psycho-

linguistics and Miscue Analysis. The impetus deriving from this frame-

work is away from notions or "readiness" and remediation, and away from

an atomistic view of the reading process. The impetus is towards look-

ing at whole language and how the beginner comes to terms with the

messages preserved therein.

The research questions therefore look at three phenomena of the

beginning reading adventure. The questions focus on: the strategies

for handling print possessed by readers at the beginning of formal

instruction, the instructional programs and their attention to all

areas of the language cueing system, and the strategies for handling

print developed and/or abandoned during the first year of instruction.

The notion of strategies in reading is supported by the research in

Miscue Analysis. This research study therefore borrows from Miscue

Analysis for the formulation of the research questions. Specifically,

this study seeks answers to the following questions:
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(1) What print-handling strategies do learners have at
the start of formal instruction?

— Are there similarities in strategies used
among beginning readers?

— Are there dominant (favored) strategies
used among beginning readers?

-- Are there conspicuously absent strategies
in the group of beginning readers? In
individuals?

(2) What strategies are acquired during the first year
of formal instruction?

-- Are there similarities among beginning readers?

-- Are there any patterns of acquisition among
beginning readers?

(3) Is there strategy attrition during the first year
of instruction?

-- Are there similarities among readers for
this phenomenon?

-- Is there a pattern to strategy attrition
among these readers?

(4) To what can the acquisition and/or attrition of

,
strategies be attributed?

-- Does the instructional emphasis seem impli-

cated?

-- What are the major changes in strategies of

the population?

-- What are the major changes in strategies for

individuals?

The areas outlined above define the scope and direction of this

study. The more specific research questions formulated for this study

appear in Chapter III and are discussed in terms of the proposed

analysis of data also in Chapter III.
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Significance of the Study . There are implications for at least

three populations: educational personnel involved with beginning read-

ing, parents of young children, and reading researchers. If the results

of this study reveal that many strategies are developed before reading

instruction begins, the role of parents as experience-providers becomes

important to the reading process. If the results demonstrate that

youngsters possess many strategies that current beginning reading

instruction ignores or eliminates, there will be reasons to consider

revising those approaches to reading instruction to a strategies

approach rather than a word or letter approach. And finally, research-

ers who look at beginning readers as non-linguistic, reading-ignorant

beings may find the results revealing. If the results demonstrate

that beginning readers behave as inexperienced, proficient readers,

there will indeed be evidence to support a change in the view of what

skills the beginning reader possesses and/or needs help to acquire.

The assessment techniques of this research project are suffi-

ciently novel to add another dimension to the implications of this study.

Beginning reading assessment tools look most often at word recognition

and vocabulary (California Achievement Test--Lower Primary Grades;

Doren Diagnostic Reading Test of Word Recognition Skills; SRA Achieve-

ment Series; Gates Primary Reading Test; Metropolitan Achievement Test;

and Primary Reading Profiles) and at sentence and paragraph reading

(California Achievement Test; Gates Primary Reading Test; Iowa Silent

Reading Test; Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty; and Gray Stan-

dardized Oral Reading Paragraph Test). Few assessment instruments
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provide a continuous story for the reader to deal with (exceptions

include: Gillmore Oral Reading Test and Leavell Analytical Oral Read-

ing Test). These tests, however, interrupt the story flow with "com-

prehension" questions which follow each paragraph.

None of these beginning reading assessment tools allows the reader

to process an entire story and demonstrate his/her comprehension through

an open-ended retelling (the procedure used in miscue analysis). None

of these propose an analysis of the discrepencies between the text and

the responses for their causes. The assessment techniques for this

research project provide stories in rich picture context which the

reader processes with interruption only as he/she requests it. At the

conclusion of the reading, the reader is asked to tell what he/she

remembers of the story. This procedure and the proposed analysis may

indicate a different direction for the evaluation of beginning readers'

skills and abilities.

If the research bears out the psychol inguistic assertion that

processing short sequences of print which lack full language context

is more difficult than processing longer sequences and that failure at

the short sequences (i.e., word lists) need not mean failure to process

longer more meaningful sequences (i.e., stories), there will be reason

to reexamine assessment generally.

Delimitations of Study . This study is descriptive in nature, and

uses a theoretical framework to abstract from the data the strategies

which the readers seem to use to make their responses. Establishment

of the exact strategies of the readers is limited to the extent that the
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framework is applicable to the data available and to the extent that

tho researcher is able to draw the proper inferences from the data.

Further, the study should deliver much interesting and useful

information on the reading strategies of beginning readers. The study

will also look at those reading programs to which the subjects are

exposed as they may affect the strategies of the readers. It will not,

however, look at the reading programs with sufficient depth to recom-

mend adoption or abandonment of any program. The data will reveal much

about reading behaviors of youngsters but this information cannot be

taken as a definitive statement about the value of one reading program

or another.

In finding the subjects for this study, no attempt is being made

to have represented all ethnic groups and/or socio-economic groups.

There is the possibility that different populations could alter the

data and findings. But to the extent that there are striking similari-

ties among five, six and seven year olds, the findings will have defi-

nite value within those understandable limits.

The length of time involved in the study imposes yet another

delimiting factor. The study will be conducted over the first year of

formal reading instruction. Looking at the first few months of

instruction gives many useful insights. However, the period is too

brief to establish or identify the best readers or the best reading

programs

.

A larger-scaled research project and a refinement of the data

collection and analysis would have the advantage of eliminating those
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factors which here limit. For this project, these factors will limit

the scope but not the importance of the research.

Definition of Terms

Terms used repeatedly throughout the dissertation are defined as

fol 1 ows

:

Beginning Reader; The learner at the start of formal
reading instruction.

*Beta Elementary School; In this study, Beta Elementary
School is the code name used to identify the
midwestern school site.

Decoding; The process of going from the written code
to its corresponding oral form for the supposed
purpose of arriving at meaning.

(E.R.); The abbreviation for Expected Response— the
response one expects to be made in response to
a printed message.

*Gamma Elementary School; In this study, Gamma
Elementary School is the code name used to identify
the southern school site.

Miscue Analysis; A systematic classification of
observed oral reading responses that differ from
those expected responses.

(O.R.); The abbreviation for Observed Response--the
actual response made when the subject interacts
with the printed message.

Phonics; The term usually refers to the system of

teaching grapheme-phoneme correspondences.

Print-Abundant Environments; Any environments where

print occurs in many forms and for many purposes

(e.g., road signs, advertisements, bulletin board

messages, labels, books, magazines).

Reading; For the purpose of this study, the form of

symbol processing involved with written words and

symbols. Moreover, the extraction of information

from text.
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Reading Strategies; Organized patterned abilities,
stored in long-term memory that are triggered when
there is interaction with print.

Reader Strengths: Those strengths (strategy categories)
possessed by readers.

Strategy Categories: The categories comprising the
Reading Response Inventory which for the purpose
of this study can be considered to indicate the
existence of a group of behaviors one or more of
which may have influenced the observed response.

Outline of Remaining Chapters

The remaining four chapters look at different, but related, areas

that bear on the research project.

Chapter II reviews the literature on psycholinguistics and Miscue

Analysis. This chapter attempts to convey both a description of the

psychol inguistic view of reading and to examine the works of major con-

tributors in these related fields.

Chapter III looks at the methodology and instrumentation employed

in the beginning reading study. This chapter includes an outline of

the research questions, a discussion of the pilot study, a review of

the research design and procedures, a description of the population,

the sites, instruments, and the data analysis techniques.

The data are analyzed and discussed in Chapter IV. Seven research

questions form the basis for the analysis.

Chapter V explores the implications and the conclusions of the

study.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Overview and Purpose

This review of literature includes those works which embrace the

notion of all readers as healthy, learning organisms who have taught

themselves much language already. It looks at most particularly the

work done on psycholinguistics and miscue analysis. It is the goal of

this review to examine the research and writing which specifically

undergirds this project, and to describe in part the psychol inguistic

perspective on reading and reading instruction. The first part of the

review indeed is a review of the psychol inguistic contributions to the

understanding of the reading process. This section is followed by a

similar review of contributions to reading instruction and beginning

reading. The latter sections of the review look at miscue analysis and

attempt to describe the techniques and discuss its use in reading

instruction

.

The Psychol inguistic Contribution

to the Reading Process

The contributions of psycholinguistics to the study of reading

arrive from different academic sectors; i.e., psychology, linguistics.

26
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education, sociology. Each, however, attempts illumination of some

aspect of the process or conveys tenets for the teaching of reading.

For the purpose of conceptualizing this section of the review, it is

useful to think of these contributions to our understanding of the

reading process as providing insights in one of the four areas that

E. Smith, et al
. (1970) identify as aspects of "total language." The

four areas identified are:

(1) Intra-word

(2) Intra-1 ingual

(3) Intra-reader

(4) Extra-1 ingual /Extra-reader (This area is just
beginning to be explored and will not be included
in this review.)

One of the features of the psychol inguistic research is that it increas-

ingly supports the "total language" view. Even as it is convenient to

look at the literature on the reading process, for example, as focusing

on one aspect of language or another, it seems clear that even if the

focus is in one area the other areas of language are significantly

implicated.

Intra-Word Contributions

Much of early reading research concentrated on eye movement, and

the perceptual facets of the reading process. Huey (1968) discusses

several of these studies, but the experimenter whose works have become

classic is J. McK Cattell. His experiments provided convincing evidence

on how words are or are not perceived and/or comprehended. The Cattell
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studies seem to indicate that meaning affects word apprehension. From

the results of his experiments, he concluded that subjects read in

whole words and phrases rather than by letters. Huey describes

Cattell's findings thusly:

Cattell found that when single words were momentarily
exposed, they were recognized as quickly as single let-
ters, and indeed, it took longer to name letters than
to name whole words (p. 72).

Paul Kolers' work follows the work of Cattell by more than sixty

years, but the Kolers experiments substantiate Cattell's notions about

meaning in letter and word recognition. In his experiments, Paul Kolers

(1970, 1974) investigated the ways print is processed by varying tim-

ing, spatial orientation of text, directionality, and language. These

experiments "disproved the idea that ordinary reading proceeds by a

sequential perception of individual letters composing words" (Kolers,

1974, p. 84). The evidence indicates that word perception requires

what Kolers calls "a meaningful bounding or grouping of letters"

(Kolers, 1974, p. 84). Neither letter-by-letter nor word-by-word pro-

cessing of language seems likely from the results of the experiments.

What seems to happen is that the reader generates "internal grammatical

messages" that are arrived at by what Kolers calls "a skilled sampling

of the features of text plus a kind of storytelling or reconstructive

process" (Kolers, 1974, p. 90).

Deborah Lott Holmes (1971) contributes also to our understanding

of how the word is perceived by examining two assumptions which seem

on the surface "logical" and which underpin much early reading
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instruction and to which the results of holers' experiments do con-

siderable damage. The assumptions:

(1) that word identification requires prior identifica-
tion of its letters;

(2) that meaning cannot be extracted from text without
prior word identification,

despite their "intuitive appeal" are, according to Holmes, without

supporting empirical evidence. Holmes' arguments against these assump-

tions are of dual benefit. The arguments, of course, call these notions

into question and systematically discredit them. The arguments also

review the research into letter and word recognition.

In sum. Holmes writes:

We have asserted not just that the fluent reader can make
use of the meaning of what he reads in order to identify
words that he must do so in normal reading. If word
identification preceded meaning identification in oral
reading, then the reader would not understand what he was
reading. The almost limitless range of faster silent
reading could not be accomplished with comprehension at

all if word identification were essential. Text can be
comprehended only if it is read for meaning in the first

place; reading to identify words is both unnecessary and

inefficient (p. 414).

The contributors who have focused their attention on the word each

seem to have come to the conclusion that in reading, the word is not

identified by apprehension of the letters that comprise it, but rather,

that meaning reduces the need to analyze constituent letters. Likewise,

meaning is not arrived at by a piecemeal consideration of the words that

convey it. Here again, meaning precedes word identification and makes

word-by-word identification inefficient or unnecessary.
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Intra-Li ngual Contributions

An understanding of the reading process is greatly enhanced by the

psycholinguistic researchers who looked at the flow of the language and

its impact on reading. In this section, the spelling system of the

language, the connection between oral and written language in reading,

and how the language system is used in the reading process will all be

examined. Moving from a consideration of how words and letters are

apprehended, it would seem productive to look now at how these words

are spelled, and how these spellings facilitate or complicate the task

of reading.

Teachers of beginning readers, particularly, have long lamented

the phonetic inconsistency of the English language. Attempts to pho-

netically regularize the language have been with us since the year 1200

(in Gibson, Zachrisson, 1931); George Bernard Shaw advocated reform;

the initial teaching alphabet was another reform; and diacritically

marked readers are yet another. Carol Chomsky (1970) suggests that

phonetic regularization is not only unnecessary but may in fact be an

entirely counterproductive exercise. Language and the language user

possess, asserts Chomsky, a set of rules which can be used to under-

stand speech. This rule system includes a lexicon or dictionary of the

language which includes not only word pronunciation, syntactic function

and meaning, but also how the words are related to each other. The

words in this "internal lexicon" are abstractly represented in a form

Chomsky calls a "lexical spelling." Chomsky asserts that, "English

spellings correspond fairly well to these abstract underlying forms
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p. 287).
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Because of this correspondence to the underlying representation,

English orthography offers several advantages. It preserves lexical

similarities in words like nation and national . It expresses "an

underlying reality of language which could be masked by surface pho-

netic features (i.e., 'mes el/'mes kye ler — muscle/muscular). It is

economical in the sense that a new spelling is not required when

phonetic variation is predictable by phonological rule, e.g.:

courage/ courage-ous anxi -ous/anxi -ety
photograph/photograp-y/photograph-ic

Finally, Chomsky offers:

... by being "unphonetic" . . . , by not exhibiting
grapheme-phoneme correspondence, the orthography is able
to reflect significant regularities (i.e., vowel altera-
tions, consonant alterations, schwa stress, etc.) which
exist at a deeper level of the sound system of language,
thus making efficient reading easier (p. 288).

We, have seen thus far that meaningful groupings of letters and

words facilitates identification, and that the spelling system cor-

responds well to the underlying lexical representation of the words,

facilitating efficient comprehension by eliminating superfluous phonetic

features. Oral language and meaning certainly impact on both phonome-

non. But how is sound, oral language, specifically implicated in the

reading process? The prevailing wisdom guiding most reading programs

seems to be that meaning is arrived at through sound. Frank Smith, in

his essay on "decoding" and "prediction," offers arguments to the

contrary.
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The "decoding hypothesis," writes Smith (1973);

asserts that written language can be comprehended only
when converted to actual or implicit speech to which
the reader listens.

To which Smith adds;

—a procedure as impossible in practice as it is
untenable in theory (p. 70).

Smith asserts that oral language is, in fact, a code (a surface struc-

ture) for underlying meaning (deep structure) which must be "broken."

Written language and speech are not duplicates of each other. They

are rather two surface representations of an underlying deep structure.

Smith's argument is basically that meaning is not the end product of

the decoding to sound process. Meaning can and does occur independent

of sound (i.e., one need not say or hear the word "tree" to know or

comprehend that a tree has been experienced). Meaning, says Smith,

facilitates word and letter identification. This seemingly "perverse"

position for meaning reduces uncertainty and the amount of visual

information required to identify what is written.

It can be demonstrated that meaning is required to produce a cor-

rect oral response. The decisions on how the words in the following

sentence are pronounced are predicted on meaning;

We should read the minute print on the permit (Smith,

1973, p. 77).

Time, memory and physical constraints make sound production without

meaning impossible. Even if "decoding to sound" were in fact possible,

it is not what actually happens during fluent reading;
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Even when the fluent reader comes across an unfamiliar
word that he must identify ... he still does not
decode into sound in order to acquire meaning. Rather
he makes use of meaning in order to discover sound
(p. 79).

Rather than decoding to sound for meaning, Smith advances that readers

reduce unlikely alternatives using prior knowledge and predict the

structures. It is by this method that reading seems to proceed.

The reading process exploits most of the elements that occur in

the flow of language. These elements include:

— pattern of word or function order

-- inflection and inflectional agreement

-- function words

— intonation (pitch, stress, juncture)

-- contextual meaning of prior and subsequent words
and whole utterances

-- redundant availability of all these clues.

The labels for these elements are familiar to those who discuss

language, but all language users demonstrate mastery over: allowable

and unallowable word patterns; noun and verb markers; stress patterns;

lexical definitions; and other language phenomena. Of great importance

to the reading process is the fact that all these features of language

are redundantly available. Redundancy refers to the "tendency in

language to restrict the sequences in which language symbols can occur,

to provide several cues to the same bit of information, and thus be

less than 100 percent efficient in the amount of language transmitted

per unit of language" (E. Smith, et al .

,

1970, pp. 297-298).
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Redundancy does two things to the reading process:

(1) "it provides the reader with repetitious clues."
and

(2) "it provides a narrowing of elements in the
language that can fill certain slots" (p. 298 );
e.g., the sounds that can follow /b/ in Bo^

are restricted;
the words that can follow Bob are

restricted;
the words that can follow Bob saw are

further restricted;
Bob saw an restricts more.

We know from the studies of Miller (1965) and others that it is

possible for us to hold in short-term memory up to seven different

pieces of information, on the average. When confronted with more

information, there is a memory overload. Given this phenomenon and the

experiments done by Cattell and later by Kolers, it seems clear that

reading cannot proceed by serially processing each letter and each word

in the text. What seems to happen is that meaning organizes language

in such a fashion that it is not necessary to serially process letters

or words. Meaning not only assists in recognition as Smith, E. Smith,

et al
. ,

and Chomsky suggest, but also operates at all levels of written

and oral language. It exists not as an end product but as a factor

which allows decision making to proceed rapidly and reading to proceed

fluently. Meaning develops in oral language and becomes a part of the

oral language users' personal equipment for reading. The next section

of the review will look at the personal equipment of the language user

which is important to the reading process.
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Intra-Reader Contributions

In this area, the research offers a different view of the learner,

his language, and language acquisition. The basic view proposed by

psycholinguistics of the learner is that he is a particularly resource-

ful and competent language user. On this point, Kenneth Goodman (1974)

offers

:

All children have immense language resources when they
enter school. By understanding and respecting and build-
ing on the language competence of kids, we can make
literacy an extension of the natural language learning
of children (p. 823)

.

Goodman's view may seem radical, given the educational stereotypes

which influence many instructional programs (e.g., DISTAR Program,

Head Start, other programs for the "linguistically" and "culturally"

"disadvantaged"). These stereotypes grow out of and are fostered by

the ignorance and prejudice of educators, researchers, and writers.

Goodman laments:

Researchers and authoritative writers are not immune to

elitism and racism. Ethnocentrism, a tendency to judge

others by the extent to which they deviate from one's

self, contaminates a good deal of the professional litera-

ture dealing with the language competence of low status

children (p. 823).

The impact of the literature and these notions is the emergence of

compensatory educational programs which seek to repair and make whole

these defective children. Compensatory programs are the vehicles

"through which we will help these unfortunate wretches to overcome their

deficiencies and inadequacies and become as much like ourselves as is

possible" (Goodman, 1974, p. 824). This is a solution, says Goodman,

to problems that do not exist.
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Every child, barring the most severely handicapped, is competent

in the language which was spoken to him in his community. It is that

language and the competence in that language which every reader brings

to the reading task.

Is the language which was spoken to him in his community suffi-

cient to assist each child in reading? The question is one of dialect,

and how different dialects influence performance. Smith (1975) pro-

vides that:

Just as no language (or cluster of dialects) seems to be
inferior to the other languages (or clusters of dialects)
in range of meanings, it can express so dialects do not
appear to have significant differences as potential means
of communication (p. 211).

The issue of dialect has been considered by psycholinguists because

it is an issue tied to reading instruction and reading performance in a

number of ways. The NOTE Conference on College Composition and Communi-

cation in 1974 examined the issue and offered considerable clarity.

Dialect differences, advances the NCTE Conferees, "derive from events

in the history of the communities using the language, not from sup-

posed differences in intelligence of physiology" (p. 4). These dif-

ferences are not sufficient in magnitude to interfere with comprehen-

sion among different dialect speakers since the differences "are con-

fined to a limited range of surface features" which apparently do not

affect deep structure. Jane Torrey (1970) looked at phonological, gram-

matical and semantic structural differences between Afro-American dia-

lect and edited American English and found them to be negligible.
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Dialect does not impede the reading process. When one reads, what

is involved in a decoding to meaning (deep structure), not decoding to

utterance (NOTE, p. 8).

The fact of the readers' immense language resource may be easily

accepted for "sophisticated" language users, but what of "immature"

language users, beginning readers, for example? The research indicates

that linguistic sophistication arrives fairly early. According to

Smith (1972), it seems that by age three and one-half most children

appear to have mastered all the important syntactical rules of their

language. "He has acquired," writes Smith, "the competence to produce

and comprehend all possible forms of sentence construction found in

adult speech" (p. 37). Charles Read, in his examination of the

invented spellings of pre-schoolers, discovered that children abstract

from their phonetic perceptions in a systematic way which suggests

phonological development of some sophistication. "The children do not

know . . . the set of lexical representations and the system of phono-

logical rules that account for much of standard spelling; what they do

know is a system of phonetic relationships that they have not been

taught" (Read, 1974, p. 30). Along with the rules that these youngsters

have mastered goes their knowledge of how to learn language and its

rules. These two properties are valuable to the reading process.

Even as it has been convenient for us to look at language in a

rather stratified fashion, it is clear from the evidence that language

at any level is mitigated by all other levels. The psychol inguistic

research makes it clear that reading involves all levels of language at
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all times. Each sector of language does, however, have its own cueing

systems and fluent readers make efficient use of all. E. Smith,

Goodman and Meredith (1970) convey that cue systems exist: within

words; in the flow of language; within the reader; and external to both

the language and the reader. "Comprehension depends on the reader

using all the cues available to him" (p. 206).

In the next section of the review, reading instruction becomes the

focus. From the model of the reading process outlined earlier in the

review, it is not surprising to find in the psychol inguistic literature

the assertion that:

No curriculum for teaching can be complete that neglects
any of the cue systems. No method of reading instruction
can be sound or fully successful that is not based on an

understanding of the psychol inguistic process of reading

(E. Smith, et al
, p. 266)

.

Psychol inguistic Contributions

to Reading Instruction

From the theoretical model of how reading proceeds derives a frame-

work for reading instruction that departs from traditional practices in

important ways. The departure is not merely a replacement of old

methods with a new panacean method. There is in fact no psychol inguis-

tic method of teaching reading (Smith and Goodman, 1971). Instead,

psycholinguistics provides a perspective on the reading process and

learning to read from which materials, methods and programs can be

developed. "The key factors of reading lie in the child and his
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interaction with information-providing adults, rather than in the par-

ticular materials used" (Smith and Goodman, 1971, p. 177).

The Framework

The insights provided by psychol inguistic research do suggest

requirements for learning to read. One element is the necessity for

wide exposure to written language so that significant elements of

language can be detected. The teaching of reading should address this

and other requirements. Psycholinguists caution here that none of the

requirements of learning to read "can be formalized in a prescribed

sequence of behaviorally stated objectives, embalmed in a set of

instructional materials, programmed or otherwise" (Smith and Goodman,

1971, p. 181).

Because "reading at its proficient best is a smooth, rapid, guess-

ing game in which the reader samples from available language cues,

using the least amount of available information to achieve his essen-

tial task of reconstructing and comprehending the writer's meaning

(Goodman, 1973, p. 154), what seems required is a set of reading strate-

gies for sampling, selecting, and deciding. Goodman suggests that these

strategies include:

1. effective strategies for selecting the most useful
_

cues from the grapho-phonic, syntactic, and semantic

information.

2. effective strategies for guessing a deep structure

so that one may derive meaning.

3. effective strategies for testing guesses.

4. effective strategies for correcting.
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To assist the reader towards the development of these strategies

might be considered one of the goals of reading instruction. Goodman

suggests certain tenets to be observed in the pursuit of these goals.

First, "instruction must be comprehension centered" (Goodman, 1973,

p. 155). Dissecting language, and sequencing skills is insupportable

since these practices fail to appreciate the wholeness and interdepen-

dent nature of language systems. Second, the child's language is a

major resource as is the language acquisition apparatus which is also

possessed. Third, strategies for predicting, sampling, selecting,

guessing, confirming, rejecting, correcting, and reprocessing must be

specialized for different kinds of reading. Finally, the prior con-

ceptual and experiential backgrounds are important, even essential, to

reading and must be considered in instruction.

To go from theory to practice is sometimes difficult. The transi-

tion is less problematic when the practitioners thoroughly understand

the theory. Y. Goodman and Watson (1977) recommend that "teachers

should be able to articulate the program's theoretical base" (p. 868).

But even armed with psycholinguistic theory, translating this theory

into the practice of teaching reading still raises questions. How does

one, using psycholinguistic insight, teach children to read.^

Frank Smith (1975) argues that perhaps we need not "teach" reading,

at least not explicitly, at all. Smith explains: "It is not necessary

that these skills . . . (i.e., prediction of meaning, parsimonious use

of visual information) ... be taught. If he is put in an appropriate

learning situation, a child will develop them" (p. 185). Smith
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specifies:

A child can only learn to read by reading. Only by read-
ing can a child test his hypothesis about the nature of
the reading process, establish distinctive feature sets
for words, learn to identify words and meanings with a
minimum of visual information and discover how not to
overload the brain's information processing capacity and
to avoid the bottlenecks of memory (p. 185).

Specific Learning Situations

Appropriate learning situations have been described more specifi-

cally by Niles (1963), Hoskissons (1975), Kohl (1975), Goodman and

Watson (1977), and Smith (1973). Niles offers the "directed-reading

lesson" as one learning situation. These lessons are divided into

three parts, which Niles explains:

... it starts with the development of background and
purpose. The teacher builds readiness for the new lesson
by introducing new vocabulary and concepts and by review-
ing materials from previous lessons or from the students'
experiences to show them how the new content connects with
the old (p. 174)

.

The teacher also assists pupils in setting purposes for reading. The

students skim the text and look at pictures, read headings and review

what they already know on the subjects. The students then ask them-

selves questions like these:

Is this a lesson we can read rapidly or must we study it

carefully? Why?

What are some of the things we should try to find out in

this lesson? What questions can we anticipate before we

read?

How can we use this new information? (p. 174)

The second step of the process is devoted to reading and study

which the students do silently. The third step of the process is the
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follow-up. In this part, questioning and testing occur.

The learning situation Hoskisson advocates is "assisted-reading .

"

Assisted reading, reading to and with children, can be applied with as

much variety as there are needs and children to be assisted. Hoskisson

recommends some of the different applications. He suggests, for exam-

ple, that at the pre-school level assisted reading can take the form of

a parent reading frequently to a child "until the child has a love for

stories and has developed a long story-attention span" (p. 313). Later

the parent can have the child repeat words and sentences. For more

experienced readers, assisted reading can be parents supplying unfamil-

iar words so that there is an uninterrupted story flow. In schools,

teachers can have the child read softly after his oral reading of a

story. In whatever situation assisted reading is engaged in, it is

important to keep in mind that what is to be provided is an opportunity

for readers to read. Beginners to advanced readers need opportunities

to be involved in reading. Only through reading is it possible that

"children can teach themselves to read" (Smith, 1975, p. 186).

Kohl (1975) suggests that the appropriate learning situation is a

"print environment in which the students feel knowledgeable and strong"

(p. 21). This environment removes one of the problems children seem to

face when they begin school: the fact that the "enormous amount of

print outside of school ... as well as their personal efforts to

understand print, has little or no relationship to what is called

'learning to read'" (p. 16). Kohl suggests that the classroom be set

up using familiar and recognizable words (i.e., labels, cans, boxes.
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street signs). A learning situation designed in this way allows stu-

dents to "draw on their own experiences and take advantage of strengths

already developed" (p. 16).

Y. Goodman and Watson (1977) describe an appropriate learning

situation as one that is "comprehension-centered." They identify as

the primary tenet of a comprehension-centered program, that reading

"be functional for the reader" (p. 870). The instructional program

advocated by these researchers; "places reading in a proper context;

. . . helps students focus on meaning for themselves as readers/

thinkers; . . . and is best accomplished by immersion in a total

language arts program.

In their total language arts program, reading to children is a

daily activity. Children are encouraged to write about experiences.

Silent reading of self-selected materials is another part of the pro-

gram. Instruction in reading strategies is conducted as needed, and

there is time for individualized activities which encourage students in

"self-regulated inquiry reading" (p. 876).

In summing up this section on teaching from a psychol inguistic

perspective, Frank Smith's essay on ways to make learning to read dif-

ficult offers an essential precept. After listing the dozen rules for

teaching reading, Smith comes to the "one difficult way to make it

(reading) easy." He writes:

. . . now I have reached my one difficult rule, the anti-

thesis of the twelve easy rules:

Respond to what the child is trying to do.
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Obviously, my one rule is difficult. It requires insight,
tolerance, sensitivity, and patience; it demands an under-
standing of the process of reading, a rejection of formu-
lae, less reliance on test, and more receptivity to the
child. Its main demand is a total rejection of the ethos
of the day--that the answer to all our problems lies in
improved method and technology--and of emphasis on method
that pervades almost all teacher trainig (pp. 195-196).

Psychol inguistic Contributions

to Beginning Reading

As Frank Smith suggests in this thirteenth rule: teachers/

researchers must "respond to what the child is trying to do." Research-

ers in beginning reading have often not looked at what the child is

trying to do but rather at reading methodology (Bond and Dykstra, 1967);

reading "readiness" (Spache, et al
. , 1966; Horn, 1966); achievement as

it compared along ethnic lines (Bordeaux and Shope, 1966; Harris and

Serwer, 1966); achievement as it compared along sexual lines (Wyatt,

1966). Mountains of statistics about different reading approaches for

different age, sex, and "socioeconomic" groups now exists. But the

statistics reveal little about what children can and are trying to do.

More recently, researchers have begun to focus on the reading behaviors

of children. They have uncovered information important to this study.

Frank Smith (1976), in his case study of a three and one-half

year old, discovered that children begin to try to make sense of print

almost as soon as they become aware of print in a meaningful way.

Torrey (1973) also conducted a case study; her subject was a five-year-

" She discovered that exposure to much oral and
old "natural reader.
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written language along with pertinent information being supplied to the

child's questions, seemed sufficient to produce this reader. Durkin

(1961) had earlier looked at children who read "early," or "natural"

readers. She decided that exposure to print and oral language (stories

read and reread, television, signs, and labels) and information sup-

plied to the child's questions was a common phenomenon for her sub-

jects.

Marie Clay (1966) and Anne Forrester (1977) looked at school-aged

children. Marie Clay looked specifically at the print and language

concepts of her subjects. She concluded that in order for children to

develop any of the concepts or print conventions, they had to be

exposed to books and print. Anne Forrester (1977) looked at children

who were being taught to read in a program modeled on the way "natural

readers" had acquired their skills. She learned that all the children

in this program were reading by its conclusion. The children had also

acquired all the skills which reading teachers try to teach in isola-

tion, while they "retained their natural creativity and intuitive

language learning skills" (p. 164).

Miscue Analysis

The Procedure

To study the miscues made in oral reading, Kenneth Goodman directed

the "development of an analytic taxonomy which considers the relation-

ships between the expected response (ER) and the observed response (OR)
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from all possible angles" (Goodman, 1976, p. 6). The taxonomy has been

refined through continued research, and a less formal Reading Miscue

Inventory (Y. Goodman and C. Burke, 1972) was developed for classroom

use. The Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI) focuses on nine aspects of the

larger taxonomy.

The taxonomy "enables one to analyze miscues, i.e., each instance

where a readers' observed response (O.R.) differs from the expected

response (E.R.) in order to observe how the reader is operating with

the various kinds of input and to become aware of the strategies he is

using" (Goodman, 1969, p. 19). Since the reader uses a variety of

information to produce his responses. The taxonomy examines each mis-

cue through a series of questions designed to get at the causes for the

response. From the examination, a pattern develops which can be used

to get a picture of the processes used by the reader. The questions

look at:

(1) The number of words involved in the miscue;

e.g., E.R.: or a monkey; O.R.: of monkeys

(2) The correction attempted

(3) The frequency of repeated miscues

(4) Successful identification after repeated mis-

cues

(5) Influence of peripheral information

(6) The phenomenon of habitual associations;

e.g., Substitutions: E.R.: in the pail ;

O.R.: in the bucket ;
sequential associations:

E . R . : a happy occasion ;
0 . R . : a happy birthday

(7) Dialect, as a fact of readers' expected responses

(8) Graphic similarity
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(9)

Phonemic similarity

(10) Grammatical function of the O.R.
(Non-words are categorized according to inflec-
tional ending and intonation, or syntactic pattern.)

(11) If the O.R. can be classified as a function word

(12) The grammatical function of the E.R.

(13) If the E.R. can be classified as a function word

(14-20) The linguistic level of miscue:

-- sub-morphemic
-- bound morpheme
-- free morpheme
-- word
-- phrase
— clause
-- sentence

(21) Allologs: an alternate form of the word;
e.g., E.R.: cannot ; O.R.: can't

E.R.: al umi num ; O.R.: al uni mum

(22) Bound or combined morphemes (types);
e.g., drownd/drownded; breadfast_s/breakfast_iz

(23) Syntactic similarity

(24) Semantic similarity

The classroom version of the miscue analysis taxonomy. The Reading

Miscue Inventory, developed by Y. Goodman and Burke, focuses on nine

areas: dialect, intonation, graphic similarity, sound similarity,

grammatical function, correction, grammatical acceptability, semantic

acceptability, and meaning change. These nine areas were selected

"because they seem to be most relevant to implications for classroom

instruction and diagnosis" (Goodman and Burke, 1972, p. 49). From

these nine areas derive questions which are asked of each miscue:
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1. Dialect : Is a dialect variation involved in the
miscue?

2. Intonation : Is a shift in intonation involved in
the miscue?

3. Graphic Similarity : How much does the miscue
look like what was expected?

4. Sound Similarity : How much does the miscue sound
like what was expected?

5. Grammatical Function : Is the grammatical function
of the miscue the same as the grammatical
function of the word in the text?

6. Correction : Is the miscue corrected?

7. Grammatical Acceptability : Does the miscue occur
in a structure which is grammatically
acceptabl e?

8. Semantic Acceptability : Does the miscue occur in

a structure which is semantically

acceptable?

9. Meaning Change : Does miscue result in a change in

meaning?

These questions help to determine the "effect of all the language cue-

ing systems operating within the reading process" (Goodman and Burke,

1972, p. 49).

The miscue procedure involves six steps:

1. Selection of appropriate material to be read

2. Preparation of material for taping so that the^

researcher has a typed copy of the material which

preserves the lines of the selection and numbers

them

3. Audio-taping of the reading while the researcher

marks the work sheet

4. The retelling of the story
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5. Miscue analysis

6. Study of the patterns of miscues.

Sims (1975) and Goodman (1974) point to comprehension as the ele-

ment of miscue analysis which makes it uniquely useful for teachers and

researchers. Goodman points out that the number of miscues is not an

indication of comprehension's occurrence or loss. This view has been

the traditional one for oral reading "errors." In miscue analysis, com-

prehension is measured by the uninterrupted retelling and by the mean-

ing change involved in the miscue. Sims indicates that quality of mis-

cues along with the retelling are taken as measures of comprehension,

rather than quantity.

The Research

The studies which employ miscue analysis are by now fairly numer-

ous. The range of studies is extensive. The studies have looked at

beginning readers (Y. Goodman, 1968, 1971), developing readers (Allen,

1969; Burke, 1970; Carlson, 1971), and proficient readers (Page, 1971;

Thornton, 1973). Other studies have looked at black dialect (Sims,

1972); non-native speakers of English (Romatowski , 1972); "perceptually

handicapped" children (Gutknecht, 1972), and other topics. These studies

have contributed both to a fuller understanding of the reading process,

and to a refinement of the miscue taxonomy (Goodman, 1976).

Of particular importance to this project is the work done by Yetta

Goodman (1968), in which she describes tbe oral reading behaviors of

beginning readers. Goodman used miscue analysis to collect the evidence
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and analyze the oral reading behaviors of six young readers over an

eleven-month period.

Goodman's evidence indicates that these young readers "draw on

syntactic and semantic information almost from the beginning, if they

are reading material which is fully formed language" (K. Goodman,

1967, p. 133). Excerpts from the stories read by one of her subjects

reveals much about the language of the pre-primers and the reading

behavior of this six-year-old.

RIDE IN

Run
Ride in. Sue.

Run

Ride in here.

Come here

Here I eeme, Jimmy.

Can come
And here I stop.

STOP AND GO

Jimmy said, "Come here. Sue.

too

Look at my tey train.

See it go.
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toy
Look at my little tpa^R go."

toy
Sue said, "Stop the

come
Stop it hepe, Jimmy."

toy
Jimmy said, "I can stop the tfai-p.

toy
See the t<ea4n stop."

too
Sue said, "Look at my toy.

toy
It is in the tipa4n.

too
See my little red toy, Jimmy.

toy
It can ride in the tra4p."

toy
Jimmy said, "See the trai-n go.

Look at it go."
Suzie too
Sue said, "Look at my little red toy.

toy
See it go for a train ride."

Suzie too
Sue said, "My little red toy!

said too
Jimmy, my toy is not here.

toy

It is not in the train,
toy

Stop the train, Jimmy.

too

Stop it and look for my toy."

Among other things, what these excerpts reveal is that:

... the more advanced story, with its stronger syntax,

more fully formed language and increased load of meaning,

makes it possible for the child to use her graphic cues

more effectively and supplement them with semantic and

syntactic information (K. Goodman, 1967).
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Goodman's work suggested useful hypotheses to be examined by

later research. Those hypotheses of importance to this study are:

that the type of miscues of importance to this study are that the

type of miscues the beginning reader makes during his reading, changes

qualitatively as his reading ability develops; that beginning readers'

miscues are cued by a variety of phenomenon including the child's

language, the language of the reading material, and the background and

experience of the child; that beginning readers bring their understand-

ing of syntax and semantics to the reading task; that the reader's

understanding of syntax is of greater influence on his development of

reading proficiency; and that dialect miscues do not affect the read-

ing comprehension or reading proficiency of the beginning reader.

The Application

Educators are beginning to make more classroom and clinical use of

miscue analysis. Teacher training and in-service programs have begun to

incorporate miscue analysis. Carolyn Burke (1976) outlines a procedure

for preparing pre-service elementary reading teachers using miscue analy-

sis, while Ludwig and Stalker (1976) concentrate similar efforts for

pre-service secondary teachers. The programs use the miscue procedures

and evidence to help students to arrive at a new conceptual framework

from which to view reading and reading behavior. Y. Goodman concentrated

her efforts on in-service teachers. She describes the model for a three-

year in-service training program which delivers the "new" information

on the reading process and on miscue analysis methods and insights.
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Miscue analysis in the school and clinical setting is providing infor-

mation and insight about what children are actually doing when they

read. It gives educational specialists new ways to assist other teach-

ers (Nieratka, 1976); and all educators criticals ways for evaluating

and selecting instructional materials (L. Smith and Lindberg, 1976).

A valuable application, discussed by Watson (1976), is the development

of strategy lessons.

Beyond Miscue Analysis--Readinq Strategies

Reading strategies are those interactions with written
material which are available to the unaided reader
(Goodman and Burke, 1972, p. 97).

Reading strategies are the "natural ways by which readers process

information when dealing with written language" (Watson, 1976, p. 103).

A good indicator of strategies readers use are the repeated miscues.

By looking at the repeated miscues of a reader, the examiner is able

to determine if a reader is using the graphic/sound cueing system or

the grammatical or semantic cueing systems (Goodman and Burke, 1972,

p. 99). Goodman and Burke present reading strategies paradigmatically

(see Figure 1). The paradigm shows within the language cueing system,

i.e., graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic, the strategies that

readers seem to possess and over which they seem to exert varying

degrees of control

.

Once a teacher has a picture of the reader's strengths and weak-

nesses, he/she can begin to organize lessons and experiences which are

directly beneficial and applicable. Watson (1976) gives an example of

such a lesson following a miscue analysis of a young boy.
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From the analysis, Watson discovered that her subject had diffi-

culty with pronoun antecedents. The following is the story used to

help him with this specific problem:

MY LITTLE BROTHER AND MY BIG SISTER

Sometimes I get so mad at my little brother and my older
sister! They but me to death! Last night my brother took
his crayons and scribbled all over my homework paper.
Because he messed it up, I had to do the whole thing over
again. He is always getting into my things. My big sister
is just as bad. She thinks the whole house belongs to her.
She washes out her clothes and hangs them all over the bath-
room.

Between the two of them, I think I'm going nuts. Sometimes

I wish I had never heard of brothers and sisters. Look!

She's been in my room again. I can tell because my sweater

isn't on the floor where I left it. What nerve! What's

this? She left me a note.

Hi,

Billy and I have gone for a walk. He

cried all morning because he thought you were

mad at him about the homework paper. He is

really sorry.

We made some cookies and left them for

you in the kitchen.

We love you.

Helen

Gosh, I have a nice brother and a neat sister (Watson, 1976,

p. 112).
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Conci usion

The literature included in this review both examines the nature of

the reading process and offers alternatives to much of the existing

reading instruction. Researchers whose works have been here reviewed,

by and large, subscribe to the notion of reading as an active process

wherein the reader attempts to reconstruct the message encoded by the

writer. Message reconstruction is accomplished via a sampling of the

visual display, followed by prediction, then confirmation or rejection

of prediction, followed by more sampling. These researchers hold that

it is neither possible nor necessary to process all elements of the

visual display. Efficient reading is possible when the need for

processing the display is reduced. The language system itself reduces

much of the need to process by making cues redundantly available. The

reader's familiarity with the topic further reduces the need to process.

This notion of the reading process can be described as holistic.

Reading instruction which considers the advantages the reader has

when whole language is the medium, is the kind of instruction advo-

cated by the contributors to this review. One learns to read, suggest

these researchers, to make use of all language cueing systems, only by

having all systems available. One learns to read by reading. The

project described in the next chapter looks at what beginning readers

do when they are confronted with stories both illustrated and conveyed

in whole language.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The first two chapters were attempts to articulate the context for

the research project which will be described in this chapter. Chapter I

defined reading, discussed beginning and proficient reading and looked

at the importance, impact and possibility of literacy. An outline of

the project and a discussion of issues in beginning reading concluded

the first chapter. Chapter II concerned itself with the contributions

of psycholinguistics and miscue analysis to the reading process and to

reading instruction. Through a review of the literature in psycho-

linguistics and miscue analysis, what hopefully emerges is a clearer

picture of the reading process, language processes involved in reading,

reader capabilities, and the instructional strategies required to facili

tate reading achievement optimally. In this chapter, the design and pro

cedures of the project on reading strategy development in beginning

readers will be described.

The Study: Preliminary Considerations

Research Questions

This study began with the question of how an interested person

57
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could be of most benefit to a child at the beginning of his learning

to read. From this question came several other questions that seemed

important to investigate before the answer to the main question would

be forthcoming. The questions in general asked: What kinds of things

do children learn on their own about reading; what kinds of things are

children "taught" in beginning reading instruction; and what kinds of

things happen to children during the first year of formal instruction.

To examine these general notions, the following research questions were

formulated and a research project designed to arrive at some of the

answers

:

1

.

What print handling strategies do learners have at

the start of formal reading instruction?

2. Are there patterns of strategy use among beginning

readers?

3. What strategies are acquired/abandoned during the

first year of formal reading?

4.. Does there seem to be a pattern for the acquistion

and loss of strategies in the group of beginning

readers?

5. Does the instructional emphasis seem implicated in

the acquisition of strategies?

6. Does the instructional emphasis seem implicated in

the attrition of strategies?

7. What patterns of strategy use exist at the end of

one year of formal instruction?

Pilot Study

A study of how children handle print before they are taught to

the Fall of 1976 with a group of seven children
read was conducted in
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ranging in age from three years and nine months to five years and nine

months. A description of the procedure and results follows.

The project was carried out in three phases. Part One of the

project was designed to get at how the children dealt with print in the

environment. The children were taken on a short car trip through the

business district of Northampton, Massachusetts. The children were

asked to point out the places they knew the names of and their responses

were audiotape recorded.

The second phase of the project sought to learn how children

responded to two-dimensional print in context. For this part of the

experiment, advertisements were taken from magazines and mounted on

poster boards. The children were asked to point to and to say the words

they recognized. The children's responses were recorded on prepared

response sheets.

The last part of the project presented the words from the adver-

tisements in Part Two, in sentences in a context-free form. The chil-

dren were asked to read the sentences or point out the words that they

knew. Audiotape recordings were made of the responses, as well as the

responses were marked on the researcher's copy of the sentences.

Participants in this study were members of a Children's Creative

Workshop at a nearby college. These children ranged from pre-readers

to accomplished readers. All subjects seemed to have a sense of what

"reading" was about. When one subject was asked how he knew that a

certain sign indicated "Stop," he said he read the sign. Similar

responses were given when subjects were queried about their identifica-

tions .
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It was apparent from the field trip through the business district,

that the children were able to accurately identify many words in their

environment. Gas stations did not share the same name. They were

identified as "Shell," "Hess," and "Mobil." The "Pioneer Bank" was

distinguished from the "Nonotuck Savings Bank." The children readily

identified places that they had frequented, "McDonald's" and "Burger

King, where placos like "Texaco" and "Volvo" were not identified.

Most subjects were able to identify only those words attached to well-

advertised places: "McDonald's," "Burger King," "Shell."

The advertisements mounted on poster boards provided an oppor-

tunity to observe the children in another situation involving printed

matter. Here again the children identified highly familiar items.

The following table presents the most recognized items:

TABLE 1

MOST RECOGNIZED ITEMS

Product No. Recognizing

Cheerios 5/5

McDonald's 4/5

Kool -Aid 4/5

Orange Juice 4/5

Burger King 4/5

Coca Cola 4/5

Aim 4/5
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Certain miscues seemed to indicate the use of reading strategies

rather than simple guessing or memorization. The following miscues:

RICE CRISPIES for CORNFLAKES

Coffee for MAX PAX

Washing soap for TIDE

CREST TOOTHPASTE for COLGATE TOOTHPASTE

Make-up for AVON

ANAC IN for EXCEDRIN

indicate the use of context and in some cases context plus visual cues

(i.e., CREST for COLGATE).

Part Three of the project made use of all the words in Part Two,

but in sentence form. In this section, the lack of context seemed to

greatly reduce the number of identifications. The subject who reads

already was able to go through the entire list of sentences with a mini-

mum of high quality miscues. The other subjects did not identify the

words which they pointed out in Part Two. Rather, these subjects indi-

cated that they could not read or only identified a few of the small

words. The absence of context seemed to make a difference in the print

handling of most subjects. There are at least two explanations for

this phenomenon: (1) that context is essential to word identification

for these subjects, or (2) that these subjects' notion of reading does

not include the connection between words in the environment and on a

printed page.

From this mini -study, the researcher concluded that printed matter

which occurs in a rich context, abundantly in the environment, is often
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identified by youngsters without formal instruction. Also, strategies

for dealing with print seem to develop as a result of the child's

attempts to make sense of the world. The child uses the context and the

visual cues to eliminate most alternatives before predicting what the

print conveys. It would seem that an important aspect of reading

instruction should be assisting students in seeing the connections

between words and rules that they already know and words and rules in

more formal printed matter. Further, reading instruction should take

advantage of the child's existing strategies while assisting the child

in refining and acquiring new and more efficient strategies. It seems

clear that children begin learning to read naturally, and in response

to their need to make sense of the environment.

Research Design and Procedures

Phase I . To answer the questions about the print handling abili-

ties of youngsters at the start of formal instruction, a print reaction

exercise was designed and administered. First, children's concepts

about print were in part determined using a modification of Marie

Clay's Sand Test (1972). Next, the children were asked to "read" the

author-designed text, A Walk Through The Neighborhood . If the children

were reluctant or said that they were unable to read, the researcher

asked open-ended questions like the ones suggested by Yetta Goodman in

her Guide to Mini -Research Project . The questions were intended to

encourage the child's attempts to process the print. If the children

were unable or unwilling to respond to the page, the researcher read
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the page to the child and went on to the next. The complete research

procedure is included in the Appendix.

The assisted-reading procedure was included to keep children from

being discouraged with the task and to help build meaning so that later

pages might be responded to.

Each child's oral responses were audiotaped while non-verbal

responses were noted on the researcher's work sheet. A sample of the

work sheet is included in the Appendix. At the end of the reading,

the child was asked to tell what he remembered about the story. This

response was also audiotaped.

Phase II . In this phase of the project, the goal was to get an

accurate description of the reading programs used in the classrooms

of the participants in the project. Through discussions with teachers,

and by observing in the classrooms during the reading and language

arts instruction periods, and by looking at curriculum guides and the

texts u^ed for reading instruction, an attempt was made to particu-

larize the reading programs used at each research site. A Textbook

Inventory was developed to analyze the activities of the reading pro-

grams prescribed therein in a way that they could be connected with

the development of reading strategies. The inventory is adapted from

Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman and Burke, 1972) and the discussion

of the four language cue systems in Smith, Goodman, and Meredith (1970).

A fuller description of the inventory appears in the section on instru-

mentation .

Phase III. In this phase of the project, a second print-reaction
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observation was made of each child. The exercise used a different

author-designed text than was used in Phase I. The text, Let's Play

Museum , is included in the Appendix. In this phase of the project,

the print-convention awareness of students was examined using a

modification of Marie Clay's Sand Test procedures. The part of the

exercise concerned with print convention awareness is designated in

the research procedure for Phase III. The complete research procedure

for Phases I and III is included in the Appendix.

As in Phase I, the subjects are invited to read the text and,

if necessary, open-ended questions are asked to encourage responses.

When the reading is completed, the subject is asked to tell what he

remembers about the story. All oral responses in this session are

audiotaped and non-verbal responses are marked on the researcher's

work sheet. The work sheet for this phase of the study is included in

the Appendix.

Research Populations and Sites

The population for this study is beginning readers in their first

year of formal instruction in reading in a public school, who have

grown up in print abundant environments. The sample selected for this

study represents an attempt to achieve as much variety as time and

economic constraints would permit. To achieve regional and cultural

variation in the sample, two schools in different regions of the

United States were selected. One school is located in the Midwest

in what would be considered a highly industrialized urban community.
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The other school is located in the South in a suburban community with

little or light industry. The enrollments of both schools is cul-

turally diverse. The sample includes: African-American children,

European-American children, Hispanic-American children, and Southeast

Asian-Ameri can children. Besides being culturally or ethnically

diverse, the enrollments of the two schools are socio-economically

varied. The sample population represents different regional, cul-

tural, socio-economic, and therefore experiential backgrounds.

The thirty children in this study range in age from five years and

six months to seven years and five months. Included in the study are

ten male and twenty female subjects. Eleven of the subjects are from

the school at the Midwest site, and nineteen of the subjects are from

the school at the Southern site. The study involved five different

teachers and five respective classrooms. Only one teacher was involved

at the Midwest site, while the other four teachers were involved at

the Southern site.

Once the sites and classrooms were selected, subjects were

selected at random. At the Southern site, reading instruction begins

in either kindergarten or in Grade One. Teachers in the four classes

were asked to identify students who had not begun instruction in kinder-

garten. After this group was established, the selection from the group

was random.
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Instrument Design

Print-Reaction Instruments

The instruments used for both print-reaction phases of this

study are author-designed children's books. The decisions about the

design of the books were influenced by miscue analysis and psycho-

linguistic literature. Books which told complete stories were

decided on since miscue analysis research suggests that whole stories

give the reader the opportunity to build context as he reads. Yetta

Goodman (1974) writes;

Longer written material can also provide the necessary
context through which students can build concepts as
well as become acquainted with stylistic differences.
In a sense, reading longer materials is easier than
reading words, sentences or paragraphs (p. 70).

Full language rather than "primerese" seemed a productive course.

Goodman (in Goodman, 1967) found evidence that beginning readers make

use of syntactic and semantic cues if the reading material is "fully

formed language" (p. 37). To make certain that the concepts and situa-

tions of the selection were understandable to the readers, familiar

objects and places in the environment were incorporated. In Book I,

A Walk Through The Neighborhood , the most familiar items from the

pilot study were included: a McDonald's, a Stop Sign, Cheerios,

Coca-Cola.

Both instruments are illustrated to provide a rich context for

the language. Kohl (1975) suggests that word recognition is facili-

tated by rich context. Words are repeated in rich and in less rich
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contexts so that there are multiple opportunities to make identifica-

tion. Print conventions, including punctuation, capitalization, and

different word arrangements, are used in both instruments. The second

instrument. Let's Play Museum , makes more deliberate use of the print

conventions and specific questions are asked about the conventions

during Phase III of the study. The questions about print variation

and punctuation derive from Marie Clay's Sand Test (1972).

The tables that follow give information about the two instruments.

Both instruments are included in the Appendix.

TABLE 2

CONTENTS OF INSTRUMENT I

Title: A Walk Through The Neighborhood

• No. of Pages 14

No. of Words (Total) 222

No. of Words (Different) 110

No. of Lines 30

No. of Sentences 24
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TABLE 3

CONTENTS OF INSTRUMENT II

Title: Let's Play Museum

No. of Pages 13

No. of Words (Total) 212

No. of Words (Different) 108

No. of Lines 46

No. of Sentences 22

The two books are comparable in length. They also share comparable and

similar vocabularies. The charts that follow indicate the words used

in both books and the words used in each separate book.
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VOCABULARY

TABLE 4

SHARED BY INSTRUMENTS ][ AND II

a in she

all is sign

and it so

asked mama the

at of they

big on things

came out very

could outside was

go said where

had school you



TABLE 5

THE VOCABULARY OF INSTRUMENT I

about everything

adds fall

after favorite

are for

ate get

back going

before hamburger

block her

breakfast home

cars how

Cheerios I

Coke if

corner knows

cross left

crossed life

down light

drink like

eat looked

end milk

McDonald's swings

me sunny

my take

nap tells

neighborhood that

next then

no there

park through

places told

pi ayed wal k

pretty wal ked

red wanted

saw wasn't

si ster we

sleepy when

smart wide

smiled with

stop woul d

street your



TABLE 6

THE VOCABULARY OF INSTRUMENT II

Afri can drew Mrs

.

shouts

Ami a drop mud skyscraper

an Edwards museum some

beautiful engine new spaceship

began fire not spl ashy

best $4.00 old squishy

brown giraffe one started

Bryan got only thei r

bus gray our them

but have paid this

butterfly hear paper vol kswagon

car hut pictures wal 1

come idea play walls

crayons just proud wel 1

daddy let's puddles went

did look put were

dol lar made rained what's

door may really working

draw morning sad yel 1 ow

Mr. shout
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Reading Response Inventory

The Reading Response Inventory combines the principles of miscue

analysis, the Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman and Burke, 1972), and

the psychol inguistic view of the reading process described by Brooks,

Goodman, and Meredith (1970). Miscue analysis and the reading Miscue

Inventory begin with the reader's observed responses which differ from

the expected responses of the text. A series of questions are asked

about each response to determine the language systems involved in

producing the response. The Reading Response Inventory derives its

questions partly from the miscue analysis taxonomy developed under the

direction of K. Goodman (included in Allen and Watson, 1976) and from

the discussion of the language cue systems "that operate in reading

to cue meaning" (Smith, Goodman, Meredith, 1970, p. 281).

The inventory is divided into six sections. A discussion of those

sections follows.

Section I: Print Convention Awareness . This section of the

inventory looks at what children know about print. The research proce-

dure uses a modification of Marie Clay's Sand Test . The information

derived from this phase of the procedure is recorded on the inventory

in Section I. The researcher answers the following questions about

the reader's knowledge of print:

A. Does the reader know letter names?

B. Does the reader know the directionality of English?

C. Is the reader aware of variations in print?

D. Is the reader aware of punctuation conventions?
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Section II: Use of Print Conventions . This section of the inven-

tory looks at how children make use of their knowledge of print in

making responses. Here the researcher asks questions about letter

names, directionality, print variation, and punctuation, to determine

how knowledge of print influences the reader's responses. The follow-

ing questions are asked in this section;

1. Are letter names used in the response?

2. Is directionality observed in the response?

3. Does print variation influence the response?

4. Does punctuation influence the response?

Section III: Use of Graphophonics . This section looks at the

similarity or divergence of the response of the reader and text. The

questions in this section attempt to determine if attention is paid to

the graphophonic cueing system. Further, it attempts to determine if

the beginning, middle, or end of the word is attended to. The follow-

ing questions are asked in this section;

5. Is there graphophonic similarity in the beginning

of the OR and the ER?

6. Is there graphophonic similarity in the end of

the OR and the ER?

7. Is there graphophonic similarity in the middle of

the OR and the ER?

8. Is a non-word produced for the response?

Section IV: Use of Morphology . This section looks at identifiable

word parts and affixes. The questions in this section attempt to deter-

mine if parts of words are preserved in the response. The questions

include:
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li
pattern of the ER preserved in

the OR?

10. Is the response a free morpheme of the word in
the ER? Is the response one of the compound
morphemes?

11. Is the response an uninflected free morpheme
(e.g., come for came )?

12. Does the response preserve any affix of the ER?
Does the response substitute the affix of the
ER for another affix to produce the OR?

13. Is the response produced by inserting or adding
an affix to the ER?

14. Is the affix of the ER omitted?

Section V: Use of Words . In this section, the intent is to look

at how whole words are used by the reader. The questions in this sec-

tion look at how the reader treats the words in his response. Ques-

tions in this section include:

15. Does the reader substitute one word for another
in the OR? (Also, does the reader identify words
independently?)

16. Does the reader insert words in the OR?

17. Does the reader reverse words in the ER?

18. Does the reader omit words? (These omissions
can be unintentional or abandoned attempts to

identi fy words
.

)

Section VI: Use of Grammatical Structure . This section looks

simply at grammatical function. It asks if the OR preserves the

grammatical function of the ER. This section is concerned with the

grammatical function of the word, the phrase, or clause. The inventory

questions for this section are as follows:
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19. Does the response preserve the grammatical
function of the ER?

a. Does the response sound like language?

b. Does the response make sense?

Section VII: Use of Reader's Experience . The experiences that

readers bring to the text often help determine the success of the

encounter with print. This section looks at how readers use their

experience when interacting with print. The questions ask:

20. Does the reader use his experience to generate
his response? (Does the reader simply describe
the picture or identify it or does the reader
make-up language which corresponds with the
ill ustration?)

21. Does the reader use his experience to predict
the response? (Does the reader's response seem
influenced by the illustration or some expecta-
tion based on the illustration or earlier text?)

22. Does the reader use his experience to confirm his

response? (Does the reader, for example, correct
responses which seem to conflict with the sense
of the situation?)

Section VIII: Use of Illustrations . The illustrations of texts

often provide cues which readers use with varying degrees of success

and purpose. This section looks at how readers use illustrations in

their interactions with the printed page. The following questions are

asked in this section:

23. Does the reader use the illustration to generate

his response? (Does the reader describe the pic-

ture while ignoring the print?)

24. Does the reader use the illustration to predict

his response? (Are the illustrations influential

in the response?)
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25. Does the reader use the illustration to confirm
his response? (Is the response corrected, for
example, when the response seems inconsistent
with the illustration?)

Section IX:

—

The Retelling . This section looks at both patterns

of retelling and the mechanisms used to affect the retelling. Retell

ing pattern questions include:

26. Are the subject's responses in the form of singly
identified words?

27. Are the subject's responses mainly identified
phrases?

28. Are the subject's responses mainly identified
clauses?

29. Is the story sense preserved?

Retelling mechanism questions include:

30. Does the reader mainly rely on his memory? (Does
he not look back at the book?)

31. Does the reader mainly rely on words and phrases
from the text? (Does the reader reread phrases
and then attempt to retell the story?)

32. Does the reader rely mainly on illustrations?
(Do the responses in the retelling seem to be

more connected to the pictures than the text?)

These thirty-two questions which form the inventory are repre-

sented on a coding sheet similar to those used to code miscues in the

Reading Miscue Inventory. A sample of the code sheet is included in

Appendix D. After the miscues are selected, each is submitted to the

thirty-two questions and the appropriate response is marked on the

code sheet. If questions can be answered in the affirmative, the box

is marked Y. If the answer to the question is negative, the box is
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marked If the answer is only partially yes , the box is marked P.

If the question is inappropriate for the miscue, the box is left blank.

Figure 2 is a sample of the coding sheet partially marked for one of

the subjects.

After all miscues are coded, each column is evaluated. Since

what is being sought here is clear evidence of the existence of

certain types of behaviors, columns are considered in terms of the per-

centage of affirmative marks. If a low percentage of marks appears in

the column (less than 50% of the number of miscues coded), the column

is marked R (rare or infrequent). If a high percentage of marks

appears in the column (more than 50% of the number of miscues coded),

the column is marked (frequent). Partial (P_) answers are counted 1/2.

The results of each observation of each subject is recorded on the

Reading Response Inventory Record Sheet so that comparisons from

Phase I and III are easily facilitated. Samples of the Response Code

Sheet and Record Sheet are included in the Appendix.

Textbook Analysis Inventory

Another instrument which was developed in relationship with the

Response Inventory is the Textbook Analysis Inventory. As its name

suggests, this inventory analyzes the textbooks used at both research

sites, for those elements which the Reading Response Inventory looks

at. Each text is examined in terms of the areas of the Response

Inventory. The level of involvement for each is determined and coded.

The coding procedure records the involvement as either major--M,
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FIGURE 2

SAMPLE CODING SHEET
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minor— L, present but not emphasized— P, or absent—0. The columns

are evaluated by first assigning values to the letters: M=3, L=2,

P=1
, 0=0. The emphasis score is found by adding the values in each

column. Total emphasis score is found by adding the values in a

column for each text employed at a site and dividing by the total

score possible. What is arrived at is a likelihood of emphasis score.

That is to say that an area receiving a 96 has a 96 percent chance of

being emphasized in any given lesson. The coding sheet for this

inventory is similar to the Response Record Sheet; both are included

in the Appendix.

Proposed Analysis of Data

Question 1: What Print Handling Strategies
Do Learners Have at the Start of Formal

Reading Instruction?

To answer this question of beginning print handling strategies,

the Reading Response Inventory Code and Record Sheets will be examined.

Those strategy categories which show evidence of being favored will be

identified, and a frequency of the strategy category preferences deter-

mined.

Question 2: Are There Patterns of Strategy

Use Among Beginning Readers?

Individual strategy profiles will be examined to answer the ques-

tion of similarities in strategy use of beginning readers. An attempt

here will be made to identify and describe the patterns of strategy use

in the population.



Question 3: What Strategies Are Acquired/
Abandoned During the First Year of Formal
Instruction?
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To answer this question, it will be necessary to compare Response

Records from Phase I and Phase III of the study. The comparison will

allow determination of which behaviors seem present at the second

observation which were absent in the first, and which behaviors were

present in the first observation which are no longer in evidence.

Question 4: Does There Seem to Be a Pattern
for the Acquisition and the Loss of Strategies
in the Group of Beginning Readers?

The acquisition patterns for subjects in each group will be

examined to determine if the patterns which emerged from the first

observation have impact on later acquisition.

Question 5: Does the Instructional Emphasis

Seem Implicated in the Acquisition of Strategies?

The instructional emphasis of each site will be assessed via a

text analysis inventory. The emphasis score for each category will be

determined by dividing each combined column score by the total possible

for each of that column for all texts used at a particular site. The

emphasis will indicate the likelihood of this area receiving emphasis

in any given lesson. This likelihood score will be compared with the

frequency of occurrence for areas acquired during the course of the

year. Of interest here will be those areas which both have high

frequency and high likelihood scores. Also, those categories of strate-

gies which enjoy high frequency or high likelihood score but do not

enjoy both will be examined.
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Question 6: Does the Instructional Emphasis
Seem Implicated in the Attrition of Strategies
in the Group of Beginning ReadersT

Question 6 will be answered following the same method of analysis

proposed for Question 5.

Question 7: What Patterns of Strategy Use Exist
at the End of One Year of Formal Instruction?

The method of analysis for Question 7 will follow the method

employed for Question 1. Observation II will form the basis of the

analysis. These data will be examined to determine if detectable pat-

terns exist at the end of one year of formal instruction.

The analysis of the data in terms of these research questions

will, it is hoped, shed light on the question of what beginning readers

are able to do. That information should assist in determining the

direction of beginning reading instruction that will optimally benefit

beginners to become proficient readers.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF STUDY

Lincoln's Tom/b/

(A Short Short Story)

It is not unusual, I am sure, to have in a town an elementary

school named for a President. It is certainly not a rare occurrence

to have that President be Abraham Lincoln. So to tell you that this

story is about a little boy who attends Abraham Lincoln Elementary

School is perhaps to indicate that there is something very typical or

ordinary about the little boy and the school. There is and there is

not something completely ordinary about what happened that day at

Abraham Lincoln Elementary. But what happened changed if only slightly

the lives of those involved.

The school day had just officially begun. A bell rang and the

noises of so many young people were replaced by the sounds of pencil

sharpeners, chalk against blackboards, and ladies saying "good morning

boys and girls." The principal of Abraham Lincoln Elementary moved

about the school in a handsome, dignified, principal -like manner. On a

sun-lit stairway landing, the principal noticed one very small boy

looking up at the mosaic mural which depicted scenes from the life of

Abraham Lincoln. The little boy was so engrossed in the mural he seemed

82
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totally unaware that he was late for class. As Mr. Phillips approached

the boy, he recognized him and called his name. The little boy turned

away from the mural for a second to see that it was the principal who

had called him.

"Mr. Phillips," said the little boy. "See that word right there.

I know what that word is."

Mr. Phillips came closer to see what the young boy was talking

about.

"That word says tom/b/," the little boy proudly announced. "See

that ;t 0 m , that's my name, Tom. And teacher said just put a /buh/ on

the end of it. So that says Lincoln's tom/buh/.

"Why I believe you are quite right," said Mr. Phillips. "You are

a very smart young man. But your teacher must be wondering where her

smart pupil is. Is it all right if I walk along with you to your

class, Tom?"

"Oh sure, Mr. Phillips. You know, I can read a lot of other

stuff. You want to bear me read?"

"I certainly would like that very much," said Mr. Phillips as they

walked along to Tom's class.

When the two of them got to Tom's class, Mr. Phillips told the

teacher that he had just learned to pronounce tom/b/, and that he was

most grateful for this valuable lesson. Stifled smiles passed between

principal and teacher that went unnoticed by the class.

Before Mr. Phillips left Tom's class that day, he listened to

Tom and the other children in his first-grade class read. The children
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were bright and made a special effort to read well for this important

man who listened so attentively to their splendid efforts. Later that

day, when Mr. Phillips told this story to other colleagues, he remarked

about the wisdom of this guileless youngster who obviously loved learn-

ing and who had probably taught him more in that moment by the mural

than he had learned in all his years of education. "These youngsters

have things to teach us," he remarked. "We need to really take the

time to listen."

Having learned great respect for the wisdom of young learners,

I have embarked upon a project which in many ways makes first graders

the teachers. I have attempted to listen to their wisdom and learn

from it. Chapter IV is the results of that listening and learning.

Students as "Teachers"

The thirty first-grade subjects of this study provided the

researcher with an enormous amount of information. By their enthusias-

tic participation in the project, these youngsters demonstrated that

they considered reading an activity worth being engaged in. The

attempts of these subjects to make sense of the texts revealed much

about their sense of reading and much about their use of the language

systems. This chapter discusses what these attempts reveal or at

least suggest about the reading strategies and the development of read-

ing strategies. The discussion of the results of this study focuses

on the seven research questions formulated for this study.
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Reading strategies, as earlier discussed, do not exist as a set

of "rules" which can be stated as behavioral objectives. They are

rather more organic phenomena which are shaped by their users. The

assessment of reading strategies is therefore an individualized

project. This study looks not so much at the specific strategies of the

individual but rather at the categories into which related reading

behaviors might fal 1

.

Assessing "Strategy" Development

Identifying the specific strategies of any reader is a less than

perfect exercise. What is possible with response-analysis is that pat-

terns of conduct can be identified. These patterns indicate, in part,

the areas of language which seem most influential in the response made

by the reader. In this study, the modified miscue analysis procedure

likewise allows detection of patterns of language cue system use.

Those categories of the Reading Response Inventory cannot be taken to

represent specific reading strategies. These categories can be seen

to represent a group of related strategies one or more of which are

possessed by the reader.

The discussion which follows will be in terms of these categories

of strategies rather than in terms of specific strategies exhibited by

individual readers. These categories cannot be taken as the only

categories for reading behaviors. The organization of the Reading

Response Inventory represents only one way to identify and assess the

behaviors of readers.
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Population Demographics

Before looking at the evidence on strategy development in begin-

ning readers* it is perhaps useful to look at the demographic data on

the research population. The population is drawn from two school sites

in different geographical locations. The differences in school sites

becomes important in the consideration of instructional emphasis. In

most other instances, the population is not divided along any lines

external to the research data. The demographic data on age, sex, and

ethnicity presented in Table 7 is presented to describe the popula-

tion. The thirty first-graders participating in this study ranged

in age from five years and six months to seven years and five months

at the time of the first observations. By the end of the study, the

subjects are six months older.
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TABLE 7

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Demographics Subjects Frequency

Sex Males 10

Females 20

Ethnicity Afro-American 12

Asian-American 1

Euro-American 14

Hispanic-American 3

Age 5.5 - 6.0 3

Beginning of 6.0 - 7.0 25

Study 7.0 - 7.5

(Average Age--6.5)

2

Age 5.5 - 6.0 1

End of 6.0 - 7.0 1

5

Study 7.0 - 8.0

(Average Age--6 .1 1

)

14

Data Analysis

The analysis of reader responses provides the data which will be

used to answer the research questions. Examples from the data (the

yes answers to the inventory questions) are included here to give a

clearer picture of the responses which were in fact analyzed. The

observed responses (.O.R.) and the expected responses (E.R.) are

incl uded.
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Section I

1.

Are letter names used in the response?

O.R.; a E.R.: asked
O.R.: a E.R.: African
O.R.: S 0 E.R.: so

2. Is directionality observed in the response?

(Several indications of directionality were observed;
i.e., moving finger across page from left to right,
and identification of words in left to right order.)

3. Does print variation influence the response?

O.R.: MOMMIE!!!!! E.R.: MAMA!!!!! (intonation

O.R.: DAD!!!! E.R.; DADDY!!!! appropriate)

4. Does punctuation influence the response?

O.R.: This is the best wall of them all Bryan

(corrected to)

E.R.: This is the best wall of them all." Bryan

Section II

5. Is there beginning graphophonic similarity?

O.R. : munster E.R.: museum

O.R.: stuck E.R.: started

O.R.: something E.R.: smart

6 . Is there end graphophonic similarity?

O.R. : smushy E.R.: squishy

O.R. : A fur c^ E.R.: African

7. Is there middle graphophonic similarity?

O.R.: seet E.R.

:

street

O.R.: cereal E.R.: cheerios

8. Is a non-word produced?

O.R.: cund E.R.:: could

0 . R . : tay E.R. : they

O.R.: Beran E.R. : Bryan
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Section III
9.

Is the spelling pattern preserved?

O.R.: book E.R.: l ook
O.R.: down E.R.: brown

10. Is a free morpheme identified?

O.R.: the E.R.: they

Is a compound morpheme identified?

O.R.: ham E.R.: hamburger
O.R.: out E.R.: outside

11. Is the response the substitution of an uninflected
free morpheme?

O.R. : eat E.R. : ate

O.R.: have E.R.: had

12.

Is the affix preserved?

O.R.: carred
O.R.: bettTTul

Substi tuted?

O.R.: favored

O.R.: sleeping

E.R.: crossed
E.R.: beautTTul

E.R.: favor ite

E.R.: sleepy^

13. Is an affix inserted/added?

O.R.: signed
O.R.: raineded

14. Is the affix omitted?

O.R. : what
O.R.: real

E.R.: sign

E.R.: rained

E.R.: what's

E.R.: really

Section IV

15. Does the reader substitute one word for another?

O.R.: fixing

O.R.: ambulance
O.R.; straw

E.R.: started

E.R,: African
E.R.: hut
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Does the reader identify words with a list intona-
tion? (When readers read with a list intonation.
It was noted on the response sheet.)

16. Does the reader insert words? Does the reader
substitute more than one word for one word?

O.R.: be quiet E.R.: beautiful
O.R. : I am eating E.R. : I ate

17. Does the reader reverse words?

O.R. : stop sign that said
E.R.: sign that said STOP!

18. Does the reader omit words?

O.R.; giraffe E.R.: a giraffe
O.R. : T~ a E.R. : I saw a McDonald's

Section V

19.

Does the response preserve grammatical structure?

(word) O.R.: places E.R.: things
(phrase) O.R.: dunk your milk E.R.: drink your milk
(clause) O.R.: Mommie says I have to sleep.

E.R.: Mama said I had to take a nap.

Section VI

20. Does the reader use experience to generate the

response? (Does the reader make up language which
makes sense in terms of the illustration, for
exampl e?)

O.R.: The boy was looking out the window.

E.R.: It was so pretty and sunny outside that

I wanted to go for a walk.

21. Does the reader use experience to predict the

response? (This category differs from Category 20

in that the response seems a combination of the

reader's experience and the print. Category 20

focuses on those responses which bear little

resemblance to the print.)

O.R.: stop at the stop sign

E.R.: red sign that said stop
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22. Does the reader use experience to confirm the
response? (This category focuses on those
corrections which reflect a rejection of
response because it fails to make sense.)

paint
O.R.: and started to/door
E.R.: and started to draw

note
O.R. : and put a/ song
E.R. : and put a sign

Section VII

23. Does the reader use the pictures to generate
the response? (This question looks specifically
at the responses which seem to be picture
identifications with no attempt to process the
print or to use experience to produce phrases
or clauses.

)

O.R.: McDonald's E.R.: Down the next street
I saw a McDonald 's

.

O.R.: flying saucer E.R.: a spaceship

24. Does the reader use illustrations to predict?

O.R.: eating breakfast E.R.: She said we could go

after breakfast.

25. Does the reader use the illustration to confirm

the response?

O.R.; We played on the sw (checks picture)

swings
E.R.: We played on the swings.

Each question is asked of each miscue and each question is

answered independently. Miscues can and often do have multiple causes.

The theoretical assumption of miscue analysis is that miscues are

"cued" by the same cueing system that cue expected responses. The

purpose of the analysis is to look for evidence of the use of the

cueing system which can and do operate more or less simultaneously.
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The trends or patterns that emerge from this type of analysis allow

the researcher to identify possible reading strategies.

The results of the response analysis is presented and discussed

in this chapter. The discussion is organized around the seven

research questions formulated for this study.

Question 1: What Print Handling Strategies
Do Learners Have at the Start of Formal
Reading Instruction?

The data from Observation I indicates that the beginning readers

in this study possess different strategies in different combinations.

Some subjects seem to possess few strategies while others seem to

possess many. The researcher reported only those categories of strate-

gies which readers demonstrated consistent use in. Some less fre-

quently observed behaviors were eliminated from consideration. The

data from Observation I is included in Appendix E in Table 31. This

table presents graphically the behaviors of the thirty subjects.

This observation further indicated that the group of beginning

readers had their responses influenced by nearly two-thirds of the

strategy categories. Table 8 lists the strategy categories and indi-

cates the frequency of its observation in the population. The numbers

in this table represent subjects who showed evidence that their

responses were cued by the language system represented by the inventory

category. For example, the number 22 opposite "directionality" indi-

cates that 22 subjects showed evidence of observing directionality

appropriate to the English language.



TABLE 8

FREQUENCIES OF STRATEGY CATEGORIES

OBSERVATION I

Category Frequency

1 . Letter Names 1

2. Directionality 22

3. Print Variation 0

4. Punctuation 0

5. Beginning Graphophonics 14

6. End Graphophonics 7

7. Middle Graphophonics 7

8. Non-Words 7

9. Spelling Patterns 1

10. Free/Compound Morphemes 1

11. Uninflected Free Morphemes 0

12. Preserves/Substitutes Affix 6

13. Inserts/Adds Affix 0

14. Omits Affix 2

15. Substitutes/Identifies Words 18

16. Inserts Words 0

17. Reverses Words 0

18. Omits Words

19. GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION 9

20. Generates Using Experience

21. Predicts Using Experience

22. Conforms Using Experience

23. Generates Using Pictures

24. Predicts Using Pictures

25. Confirms Using Pictures

26. Word/Phrase/Clause in Retelling

27. Memory for Retelling

28. Experience for Retelling

29. Illustration for Retelling

30. Preserves Story Sense
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Table 9 rank orders the inventory categories by frequency. Again

frequencies represent individual subjects. The information presented

in this table would seem to indicate that directionality, word

identification/substitution, pictures as predictors and the reader's

experience are the most influential strategy categories of beginners.

Spelling patterns, pictures alone, morphemic consideration, and letter

names have the least influence on the beginner.

Table 10 looks at the retelling patterns of these beginners.

Retelling behaviors indicate, in part, the comprehending patterns.

Not all beginners retold the selection. Many indicated they did not

remember the story or would rather write some of the words from the

selection. Of those sixteen subjects participating in the retelling,

the preferences are indicated in Table 10. Seven of the subjects gave

evidence of only one retelling pattern while eight of the subjects

gave evidence of two patterns. One subject seemed to exhibit four

different kinds of retelling patterns.
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TABLE 9

INVENTORY AREAS IN EVIDENCE
RANKED BY FREQUENCY

Code No.

ION I

Inventory Area Frequency

2 Directionality 22

15 Identifies/Substitutes Words 18

24 Predicts Response From Pictures 16

20 Generates Response From Experience 16

5 Beginning Graphophonic Cues 14

18 Omits Words

19 Grammatical Function 9

6 End Graphophonic Cues 7

7 Middle Graphophonic Cues 7

8 Produces Non-Words 7

12 Affix Preserved or Substituted 6

21 Predicts Response From Experience 6

22 Confirms Response From Experience

25 Confirms Response From Pictures

14 Omits Affix

23 Generates Response From Pictures

9 Spelling Pattern Preserved

10 Free/Compound Morpheme Identified

1 Letter Names



TABLE 10

RETELLING
INVENTORY AREAS IN EVIDENCE

RANKED BY FREQUENCY

OBSERVATION I

Code No. Inventory Area Frequency

27 Relies on Memory 8

29 Relies on Illustration 8

28 Relies on Experience 7

30 Preserves Story Sense/Sequence 4

26 Relies on Words/Phrases/Clauses 1
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Question 2: Are There Patterns of Strategy
Use Among Beginning Readers?

Using the categories from the Reading Response Inventory as indi-

cators of strategy possession, patterns of strategy use can be deter-

mined by looking at the similarities in category preference demon-

strated in the population. Table 11 shows the preference patterns of

the population. The population seems divided into seven groups. These

patterns would seem to indicate that certain categories are often used

to the exclusion of others. The patterns suggest further that a con-

tinuum from few to many categories exists along which readers are

found.

Pattern I subjects tended to prefer using picture cues and their

experiences to generate responses. In this group of eight, readers

gave responses like these:

O.R.: The boy was looking out the window.

E.R.: It was so pretty and sunny outside that I

wanted to go for a walk. (Illustration:

Child looking out of a window.)

O.R.: There's a red light; you have to stop.

E.R.: We crossed a wide street at the corner where

a light tells you when to stop and when to go.

(Illustration: Two children looking at a

traffic light.)

Pattern II subjects preferred picture cues and experience in

responding to the instruments. These subjects did, however, seem

influenced by beginning graphophonic cues. These readers responded in

the following ways to the texts:
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O.R.: Well the stop sign says stop.

E.R.: We looked out for cars and then we crossed
the street. (Illustration: Car near a stop
sign.)

O.R.: Where is it at.

E.R.: We walked through the park and then we
walked back home. (Illustration: Two chil-
dren walking past a park.)

Pattern III subjects tended to identify or match, substitute, or

omit words from the response. These subjects read in what would be

described as list intonation. When these subjects were unable to pro-

vide themselves with a satisfactory rendition of a word, they omitted

it. In this group of readers, responses like the following were

recorded

.

O.R.: We/to a/sister/I/go/in/the/we/snow/

E.R.: We came to a school. My sister said I would

go there in the fall. We played on the swings

before we^Teft.

O.R.: We/go/a/I/cereal/my to/

E.R.: She said we could 3^ after breakfast. I ate

Cheerios. They are my favorite things eat.

Pattern IV subjects seemed to combine word identification (substi-

tutions or omission) with picture cues and experience. The substitu-

tions of words by these readers seemed influenced by the illustration.

The readers in this group often vacillated between word identifications

and use of experience and the illustrations to make responses. These

subjects made some of the following responses:

O.R.: They eat cereal. I like cereos.
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E.R.; She said we could go after breakfast. I

ate Cheerios .

~

O.R.: I see a stop sign that said stop.

E.R.: I saw a big red sign that said STOP.

The fifth group of readers combined word identification (substitu-

tion or omission) with graphophonic cues, and in some instances

morphemic cues. Pattern V subjects produced responses like those that

fol 1 ow:

O.R.

:

We cat table and sandy

E.R.

:

We came to a school

.

O.R.: I can go.

E.R.: I like going

The Pattern VI group tended to use graphophonic cues to the extent

that non-words were often produced. These subjects also identified

(substituted or omitted) words. The responses produced by this group

of subjects present an interesting mixture of non-words, substituted

words, omitted words, and successfully identified words. The responses

below give an indication of the types of reading conduct displayed by

readers in this group:

O.R. :
We/lugged/out/for/cars/an/d/the/n/we/cored/the/

sate/

E.R.: We looked out for cars and then we crossed the

street.

O.R.: We/like/out/for cars and/then/we/code/the/

sut/

E.R.: We looked out for cars and then we crossed the

street.
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Pattern VII subjects displayed preferences in all language areas

(i.e., graphophonic, morphemic, word, grammatical, experiential, and

extra-lingual). This group included the more fluent readers in the

group. Their miscues indicate attention to multiple cues in the

language system. Examples of the responses made by readers in this

group appear below:

O.R.: We came to a playground.

E.R.: We came to a school. (Illustration: School and
playground.

)

O.R.: Mama said I have to take my_ nap.

E.R.: Mama said I hc^ to take ^ nap.

The patterns of strategy preferences may indeed suggest groupings

for instruction around strategy lessons rather than by other grouping

formulas. In the final chapter of this dissertation, the implications

of the data about strategy preference patterns among readers will be

further explored.

Question 3: What Strategies Are Acquired/Abandoned
During the First Year of Formal Reading Instruction?

For this question. Observation I is compared with Observation II to

ascertain the gains and losses in category preferences. Table 39,

included in Appendix E, presents the data from these two observations

and indicates the acquisitions and losses for each subject and for each

category. Totals from each category column provide the frequency of

acquisition and loss for each category. Here again frequencies indicate

the number of subjects having acquired or abandoned a strategy category.
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The data presented in Table 12 reveals that nearly one-half of

the strategy categories become evident in some of the subjects in the

second observation. Subjects who showed little or no evidence of

category preference for graphophonic cues, morphemic or grammatical

cues, for example, acquired preferences for these categories by the

second observation. Table 12 rank orders the categories acquired by

the population.

Abandoned strategy categories are also revealed in the comparison

of Observation I with Observation II. About one-third of the strategy

categories are abandoned by some subjects by the time of the second

observation. Table 13 rank orders the categories abandoned during

this first year of formal reading instruction.
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TABLE 12

STRATEGY CATEGORIES ACQUIRED DURING
FIRST YEAR OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION

Strategy Categories Frequency

Use of Middle Graphophonic Cues 17

Affix Preserved or Substituted 14

Grammatical Function 14

Beginning Graphophonic Cues 14

End Graphophonic Cues 13

Identifies/Substitutes Words 9

Produces Non-Words 6

Omission of Affix 2

Omission of Words 2

Confirmation of Response From Picture

Directionality

Print Variation

Punctuation

Free/Compound Morpheme Identification 1
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TABLE 13

STRATEGY CATEGORIES ABANDONED DURING
FIRST YEAR OF FORMAL INSTRUCTION

OBSERVATION I

Code No. Strategy Categories Frequency

20 Generates Responses From Experience 11

18 Omits Words 8

24 Predicts Responses From Pictures 8

21 Predicts Responses From Experience 5

8 Produces Non-Words 2

25 Confirms Responses From Pictures 2

6 Uses End Graphophonic Cues 1

7 Uses Middle Graphophonic Cues 1

14 Omits Affixes 1

19 Uses Grammatical Function 1

23 Generates Responses From Pictures 1
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Question 4: Does There Seem to Be a Pattern
for the Acquisition and Loss of Strategies
in the Group of Beginning Readers?

The patterns which emerged in the first observation provided the

conceptual framework for looking at patterns of acquisition and attri-

tion. Tables 14 to 20 present the acquisition/loss data.

Table 14 presents the acquisition/loss data for Pattern I subjects.

This group of subjects tended to lose their dependence on pictures and

experience and tended to acquire graphophonic , morphemic and word

strategy categories. As these subjects became involved with the words

and letters of the text, they seemed to ignore the illustrations.

Since half of the subjects in this group began to produce non-words by

the second observation, it seems all the more obvious that experience

is less an influence than at the time of the first observation.

Table 15 records the acquisition/loss data on the Pattern II

subjects. The subjects in this group in a similar fashion to those in

Group I tended to abandon their use of pictures and experience in favor

of graphophonic, word, and in this group grammatical cues.

Table 16 is a presentation of the acquisition/loss data on the

Pattern III subjects. This group lost few strategy categories, but

acquired graphophonic and morphemic strategy categories. One reader in

this group neither acquired nor lost strategies from the first observa-

tion.

Table 17 includes the acquisition/loss data on the Pattern IV

group. This group acquired graphophonic, and morphemic, and grammatical

structure, strategy categories. These subjects tended to lose experience
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and picture strategy categories.

Table 18 presents the acquisition and loss data on the Pattern V

group of subjects. This group lost the preference for omitting words

and acquired graphophonic and morphemic strategy categories.

Table 19 presents the data on the acquisition and loss of strategy

categories for the group of subjects who tended to prefer graphophonic

strategies in Observation I. This group showed little consistency in

loss or acquisition of strategy categories.

Table 20 presents the data on the acquisition and loss. Group VII

subjects tended to acquire missing graphophonic, morphemic strategies,

while abandoning word omissions and experience-generated responses.

All groups, except the group that already was strongly influenced

by graphophonic cues, tended to acquire strategy categories in the

graphophonic area. Attention to affixes and grammatical structure were

two other strategy categories acquired in most groups.

Question 5: Does the Instructional Emphasis

Seem Implicated in the Acquisition of Strategies?

Instructional emphasis, as determined by the Textbook Analysis

Inventory, does indeed seem implicated in the acquisition of strategies

for the group of students at the Beta Elementary School site. Instruc-

tional emphasis scores are determined by taking the total for each

category column, for each text used at a site, combining the totals for

each category and dividing by the total possible for the categories.

The resulting percentages can be considered the likelihood of emphasis

for a given instructional area. If, for example, "beginning graphophonic
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CUES has a 96 /(> likelihood score, that would indicate that in any

lesson "beginning graphophonic cues" would have a 96% chance of being

emphasized. Ten of the twelve categories which received high instruc-

tional emphasis were categories also acquired by students at this site.

The two categories which received high emphasis but were not manifested

as acquisitions of this group were categories "(25) Confirming Responses

Using Pictures," and "(3) Print Variations." Only two of the categories

receiving low instructional emphasis were categories acquired by these

readers--Category "(20) Generating Responses Using Experience," and

Category "(12) Preserving/Substituting Affixes." Similarly, two of

those categories enjoying no emphasis were acquired by readers in this

group--Category "(8) Producing Non-Words," and Category "(14) Omitting

affixes." Table 21 presents the strategy categories, rank ordered by

instructional emphasis scores. This table also indicates the Frequency

of acquisition of each category for the Beta Elementary School group.

Instructional emphasis data on the textbooks used at the Beta site are

included in Appendix F, Tables 32, 33, and 34.

Evidence on instructional emphasis and acquisition at the Gamma

Elementary School site is less conclusive than that on the students at

the Beta site. As the data presented in Table 22 indicates, acquisi-

tion of strategy categories occurs whether there is high, low, or no

instructional emphasis. More instances of acquisition are recorded

for categories receiving high instructional emphasis--forty-five

instances are recorded in the high emphasis areas, compared to twenty-

nine instances in the low emphasis areas, and nine instances in the
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TABLE 21

INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS COMPARED WITH
ACQUISITION FREQUENCY

BETA SITE
Number Strategy Category Emphasis —

r

H 5 Beginning Graphophonics 96 3

I 15 Identifying/Substituting Words 86 3

G 25 Confirming With Pictures 78 0

H 19 Grammatical Function 76 7

E 9 Spelling Patterns 70 1

M 23 Generating Response Using Pictures 59 1

P 3 Print Variation 57 0

H 2 Directional ity 55 3

A 7 Middle Graphophonics 55 3

S 6 End Graphophonics 51 3

I 28 Experience, Story (Retelling) 51 2

S 29 Pictures, Story (Retelling) 51 1

L 20 Generating Responses, Experience 47 1

0 16 Inserting/Adding Words 45 0

W 1 Letter Names 45 0

E 4 Punctuation 41 0

M 13 Inserting/Adding Affixes 35 0

P 10 Free/Compound Morphemes 33 0

H 21 Predicting Using Experience 29 0

A 22 Confirming Using Experience 27 0

S 12 Preserving/Substituting Affix 25 1

I 30

S

Story Sequencing 12 0

E 8 Non-Words 0 1

M 11 Uninflected Free Morphemes 0 0

P 14 Omitting Affixes 0 1

H 17 Reversing Word Order 0 0
r\

A 18 Omitting Words 0 0

S 24 Predicting Using Pictures 0 U

I

S
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TABLE 22

INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS COMPARED WITH
ACQUISITION FREQUENCY

GAMMA SITE
Strategy Category Emphasis F

Directional ity

Beginning Graphophonics
Identifies/Substitutes Words

Grammatical Function
Generates Responses, Experience
Inserting/Adding Words

Spelling Patterns
Confirms Responses, Pictures

Pictures, Story (Retelling)

End Graphophonics
Generates Responses, Pictures

Predicts Responses, Pictures

100

96
94

89

83

83
78

78

72

52

50

50

3

10

8

7

1

0

0

5

1

9

1

0
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Letter Names
Confirms Using Pictures

Preserve/Substitute Affix

Inserting/Adding Affix

Predicts Responses, Experience

Middle Graphophonics
Free/Compound Morphemes

48

44

44

33

33

31

28

17
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5
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1

1
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0

1
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no emphasis areas. Since the high emphasis areas account for the

largest number of acquisitions, it seems that instruction is impli-

cated. Other factors, as well, likely have impact on the acquisition

of strategy categories. Included in Appendix F, Tables 35 to 38, are

the instructional emphasis data for the Gamma site.

Question 6: Does the Instructional Emphasis Seem
Implicated in the Attrition of Strategies?

The question of whether the instructional emphasis is implicated

in the loss of strategies is one which has few direct answers in the

data. Acquisition of some strategies may be partly responsible for

the abandonment of others. This phenomenon might then suggest that

certain instructional practices cause, for example, a particular

attrition/loss pattern. Gaining graphophonic strategies may,

temporarily, cause the loss of picture and experience strategies and

the acquisition of non-word production.

The data presented in Table 23 indicates that in general the

abandoned strategies were in categories that received minor-negligible

or no emphasis. More than half of the categories abandoned fall in the

areas of low or no emphasis.

There are interesting exceptions to the abandonment-low emphasis

pattern. Table 24 presents the data on those strategy categories

abandoned in the Beta Elementary School group which received high

instructional emphasis.

These exceptions may well be explained as decisions individual

readers made to abandon strategy categories because they received
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TABLE 23

LOSS COMPARED WITH LOW OR NO EMPHASIS

BETA SITE

Number Strategy Category Frequency Emphasis

18 Omits Words 4 0

14 Omits Affixes 2 0

20 Generates Respones, Experience 2 47

24 Predicts Responses, Pictures 2 0

1 Letter Names 1 45

8 Produces Non-Words 1 0

10 Free/Compound Morphemes 1 33

21 Predicts Responses, Experience 1 29
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TABLE 24

LOSS COMPARED WITH HIGH EMPHASIS

BETA SITE
Number Strategy Category Frequency Emphasi

s

26 Experience, Story (Retelling) 2 51

27 Pictures, Story (Retelling) 2 51

6 End Graphophonic Cues 1 51

7 Middle Graphophonic Cues 1 55

23 Generates Response, Pictures 1 59
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information that other strategies were more productive. Or the new

strategies may be more in keeping with the new concept of reading now

held by the reader. The use of pictures to generate responses, for

example, might have been abandoned in spite of the instructional empha-

sis when the reader began to focus on print as the major or perhaps

only cue to meaning.

Instructional emphasis seems only incidentally involved in the

strategy attrition demonstrated by the readers at the Gamma Elementary

School site. Table 25 presents the attrition/emphasis data from this

group. These data seem to suggest that attrition is for this group,

not necessarily related to instructional emphasis. Attrition occurs

where there is no emphasis, low emphasis, as well as high emphasis.

Strategy attrition and strategy acquisition seem influenced by factors

both inside and outside the instructional framework. What these factors

may be is a subject for further research.

The final question formulated for this research project concerns

the patterns of strategy use found in the group of readers at the end

of the study. Many readers acquire new ways of coping with print

during the first year of formal instruction. Other readers sustain

patterns held earlier. The analysis of the data for Question Seven

reveals interesting information about the beginning reader after a

year.
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TABLE 25

LOSS COMPARED WITH TEXT EMPHASIS

Number Strategy Category Frequency Emphasi

s

24 Predicts Response, Pictures 9 50

20 Generates Response, Experience 9 85

18 Omits Words 6 52

21 Predicts Response, Experience 5 17

25 Confirms Response, Pictures 2 78

8 Produces Non-Words 1 0
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Question 7: What Patterns of Strategy Use
Exist at the End of One Year of Formal
Reading Instruction?

Looking at Category Preferences at the end of one year of formal

instruction is revealing. There seems to be a shift away from picture-

experience reactions to print in favor of graphophonic/word strategy

patterns. Fewer preference pattern groups exist at this observation

than were observed at the first. Readers now seem to form five groups

when strategy preferences are considered.

Table 26 records the behaviors of the group of readers who seemed

to resist the move toward graphophonics. This group of readers sus-

tained or acquired word identification or substitution behaviors. The

reader who used picture cues to predict responses continued to attend

to this cueing system. The reader who omitted unfamiliar words

continued this practice.

Table 27 looks at the second pattern of reading behaviors. This

group tended to acquire some graphophonic and word identification

strategies. They tended to produce graphophonical ly cued non-words,

or graphophonically similar substitutions for the expected word. In

this group of readers, there are few who attend to picture cues or

who rely on experience for their responses. Typically, this group

made the following responses:

O.R.: Bean/dwa/on/afodo/hot ,/a staystar/and a

butterfly

.

E.R.: Bryan drew an African hut, a skyscraper, and

a butterfly.
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O.R.: I/will/then/house/o/tie

... is where they have old things

The next group of readers added to their use of graphophonic and

word identification/substitution strategies, attention to grammatical

structure. Non-words are rarely produced by readers in this group and

there is evidence that picture and experience cues continue to be used.

Table 28 presents the data on the behaviors exhibited by readers in

this group. The responses included below are examples of those made

by the readers who share the strategies described above:

O.R.: Edward/painted/and/g/iraf/a automobile/and
saucer/and yellow busses.

E.R.: Amia drew a giraffe and a volkswagon,
a space ship and a yellow school bus.

O.R. : It/ rained/ big/ green/ showers.

E.R.: It rained big gray drops.

The readers who make up the fourth group attended similarly to

graphophonic cues and grammatical function cues. They also identified

or substituted words when responding to print. When unfamiliar words

were attempted by these readers, the response retained the grammatical

characteristics of the word (i.e., the carons, for the crayons) but

were very often non-words. Responses typical of readers in this group

i ncl ude

:

O.R.: So they got out the carons and the pepar and

strayed to draw.

E.R.: So they got out the crayons and the paper and

started to draw.
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O.R.: It made big spelshy puddles and drown pishv
mud. ^ ^

E.R.: It made big splashy puddles and brown squishv
mud.

^

Table 29 presents the data on the readers in this group.

The final group of readers used graphophonic strategies but rarely

produced non-words. Grammatical function seemed more influential for

this group than for the former group of readers. Group V readers

tended to omit or substitute words, rather than produce non-words.

Readers in this group most often preserved story intonation patterns.

Responses made by these readers included:

O.R. : Let's play magic.

E.R.; Let's play museum.

O.R.: They put the papers on the walls/they put a

sign on the door.

E.R.: They put the pictures on the walls and put a

sign on the door.

The data on the strategy categories possessed by readers in this group

are presented in Table 30.

The five preference patterns that emerged by the end of the study

are formed by the movement of subjects from one preference pattern to

another. It is interesting to note that some subjects exhibiting simi-

lar behaviors at the first observation behave quite dissimilarly by the

second observation. Subjects who found themselves in Group I at the

first observation, could be found in all five groups by the end of the

study. Group II subjects at the first observation, on the other hand,

behaved similarly at the second observation. These subjects all were
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Beg. Graphophonics 5 . c c/l <: c/1 c/l c/1 c/1

Punctuation 4.

Print Variation 3.

Directional ity 2. < c/1 c/1 (/I C>0 c/l c/1

Letter Names 1

. CO 0 0 0 C\J

CD CcJ CD r— C\J CM0 CVJ (NJ 01 r>. 0
00

1

0 0 0 0
00

1 _1 I

—

_J a: Li. Q <
cr LlJ U- > Q
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Preserves Story Sense 30.

Illustration, Retell 29.

Experience, Retell 28.

Meinory, Retell 27.

Word/Phrase/Clause 26.

Confirms, Pictures 25,

Predicts, Pictures 24.

Generates, Pictures 23.

Confirms, Experience 22.

Predicts, Experience 21,

Generates, Experience 20.

GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION 19.

Omits Words 18.

Reverses Words 17.

Inserts Words 16.

Subs/ Id's Words 15.

Omits Affix 14.

Inserts/Adds Affix 13.

Preserves/Subs. Affix 12.

Uninflect. Free Morphs 11.

Free/ Compound Morphs 10.

Spel 1 ing Patterns 9.

Non-Words 8.

Mid. Graphophonics 7.

End Graphophonics 6.

Beg, Graphophonics 5.

Punctuation 4.

Print Variation 3.

Directionality 2.

Letter Names 1

.

00
00

OO CO 00 CO

CO CO

CO CO

CO CO CO CO

<c

<C c CO

OO t/0 CO

00 c CO

CO

CO

“UcCCOeCOOCOOOCOCO
00 OO <3: CO
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«3:CC0eCC0 eticco

<c

CO <£ c c CO < CO < CO

CO < < c CO c <: c CO

CO <: < <: CO < 00 OO CO

c
<

cococococooocococo

CM <30 00 o CO 00 o CO
CM CM CM r— CM r— r— CM P-*

OO CO CM COo o o o >— o O o
CO 2: Q o U- O CO< CO o Q- DO to CM CO '-3
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found in Group III by the end of the study. Subjects who in the first

observation were in Group III each had adopted different patterns by

the end of the study. These subjects could be found in Groups I, IV

and V, at the time of the second observation. Group IV subjects could

be found in Groups III and IV by the second observation. And Group V

subjects are found in Groups II, IV and V by the second observation.

Similarly, readers in the sixth group at the time of the first observa-

tion could be found in Groups II, IV and V by the end of the study.

Group VII subjects became a part of Groups IV and V only by the end

of the study.

These data would seem to suggest that preference patterns are far

from rigid behavior patterns. The data suggests further that these

patterns are anything but reliable predictors of changes which subjects

are likely to make. A secondary factor which these data speak to is

the impact of age on preference patternings. There seems to be no

evidence to suggest that age is significant to strategy category

preference.

Beginning Readers' Notions of Reading

The fact that these beginning readers can be grouped by the simi-

larities in their response behaviors suggests something also about these

youngsters' notions about reading. Groupings may also be possible

around the apparent perceptions the readers share about the nature of

the reading task. From Observation I, the first group of eight readers

seem to assume that reading involved language which was generated from
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the interaction with the printed medium. Even as this group of readers

seemed clear that language got generated from the story source, they

seemed not to connect this language with the print. Rather, they

seemed convinced that the illustration was the source of the message.

First Observation, Group II readers seemed to share a notion of

reading that placed the burden of the message in the illustration.

These readers seemed to understand, however, that the print should be

at least partially attended to. The readers in this group appeared to

begin to process the print but then to abandon the print in favor of

the illustrations.

Readers forming the third group at the time of the first observa-

tion appeared to consider reading a process of word matching or iden-

tification. These readers, when unable to match, identify, or substi-

tute words, omitted those words from the response. Readers forming

the fourth group, at the time of the first observation, considered

reading to involve word matching and identification also. These

readers, however, did seem to feel that picture cues might also need

to be considered. These readers vacillated between processing the

illustrations and identifying, matching, or substituting words in the

text.

The fifth group of readers from the first observation seemed to

think reading an activity involving word identification, matching,

as well as graphophonemic processing. Letters, sounds, and words

seemed to be elements which these readers considered when the task was

reading.
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Reading, for the sixth group of readers, seemed to be an exercise

in graphophonic processing. This group attends almost exclusively to

the graphophonic cueing system. Matching and/or identifying words

seemed a small concern for these readers. The production of non-words,

however, would seem to suggest that sound-symbol matching figured more

prominently in their concept of reading.

The six readers who made up the final group of readers seemed to

view reading as a multi-faceted process. These readers not only

processed the graphophonics, words, grammatical structures, but also

used the illustrations and their experience to arrive at meaning. This

group of readers' notion of reading seemed to be more inclusive than

those held by readers in other groups. This view of reading may help

to account for the fact that the most fluent readers are found in this

group. Seeing reading as including many cueing systems may in fact

allow readers to use more cues to reconstruct the messages intended by

the writers.

Lincoln's Tom/b/ Revisited

A recent interview with the ex-little boy who discovered a most

logical pronunciation for Lincoln's final resting place convinced this

researcher that the journey to proficient reading can be via tom/b/s

and other "logical" attempts to make sense of language. When asked when

he revised his pronunciation of tom/b/, this ex-little boy, now a

six-foot four-inch proficient reader, college graduate, assistant
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director of a major urban program, laughed and told us that it happened

when he was learning the word sepulchre. When he was seven, he was to

read aloud in Sunday School a Bible passage on the death and resurrec-

tion of Christ. While practicing the verse, he came across the word

sepulchre. When he asked what in fact this /se pul' kre/ was, his

mother suggested that he might look the word up in the dictionary.

While he was looking at the definition, one of his older siblings

injected that /sep' el-ker/ was another word for tomb. It was at that

moment that he connected tomb (which he had assumed was spelled toom )

with the letters tomb.

The readers in this study often "logically" arrive at responses

that violate the conventions of the language. It seems less important

to "correct" their violations than to appreciate and applaud their

logic. When new information presents itself, these readers, like all

language users, revise the hypotheses which produce the violation.

Sometimes the language convention is matched with the revision, and

sometimes other "logically" produced violations occur.

The information which seems necessary for readers to discover is

that no one set of language cues or strategies is reliable in all

situations. Those readers who moved away from one strategy pattern to

another, e.g., the readers who abandoned picture cues and experience in

favor of graphophonic cues, traded one kind of "violation" for another.

Some readers seemed to demonstrate a grasp of the notion that oral read-

ing requires several kinds of strategies. The readers in the fifth

group, for example, used many cues and strategies to produce their
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responses. It is not clear from the data which of the readers in this

study will become proficient readers, but many are already proficient

users of reading strategies.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Beginning reading instruction is, in most places, very much a

process of determining "readiness," gauging possible success or failure,

and providing lessons in sound and letter matching skills. The advent

of the psychol inguistic impact on reading and reading instruction is

responsible for some changes in the notion of what is adequate in a

beginning reading program. Since researchers discovered that it is

impossible for reading to proceed as the piecemeal accretion of letters

or words, instruction which proceeds in this piecemeal fashion seems

less than desirable. Reading is an active process which requires more

and less than words and letters. This beginning reading research study

set as one goal to discover the elements of this active process that

beginners possessed so that instruction could be better designed. The

design would need to take account of the reader's strengths and provide

opportunity to overcome shortcomings.

The specific purpose of this study was to describe the strategies

or at least the categories of strategies that beginning readers pos-

sessed at the start of formal instruction and which they acquired and/or

lost during that year of instruction. The secondary goal of the project

137
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was to determine if and how instruction was implicated in the acquisi-

tion or attrition of strategies.

To begin to describe the strategies of beginning readers, the

author designed several instruments to collect and analyze the data on

the print reaction behaviors of beginning readers. The analysis of the

data is based in part on the theoretical model of Miscue Analysis.

Miscue Analysis theory holds that reading miscues provide a view of the

underlying reading process which is masked in flawless reading. Using

data analyzed by a modified miscue analysis procedure, the researcher

was able to make judgements about the strategies possessed by the

readers

.

To look at the development of strategies in the group of beginning

readers, the following research questions were posed:

1. What print handling strategies do learners have at

the start of formal reading instruction?

2. Are there patterns of strategy use among beginning

readers?

3. What strategies are acquired/abandoned during the

first year of formal reading instruction?

4. Does there seem to be a pattern for the acquisition

and loss of strategies in the group of beginning

readers?

5. Does the instructional emphasis seem implicated in

the acquisition of strategies?

6. Does the instructional emphasis seem implicated in

the attrition of strategies?

7. What patterns of strategy use exist at the end of

one year of formal instruction?
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The data to answer these questions was collected using the follow-

ing instruments: (1) Print-Reaction Instrument I and its observation

sheet A Walk Through The Neighborhood , an author-designed twelve-paged

illustrated children's book; (2) Reading Response Inventory, Code and

Rocord Sheets, a modified Miscue Analysis and Reading Miscue Inventory

instrument which asks thirty questions of each miscue to determine which

language systems cue the readers' responses; (3) Textbook Analysis

Inventory, an inventory which asks questions modeled on the Reading

Response Inventory; (4) Print-Reaction Instrument II and its observa-

tion sheet

—

Let's Play Museum , an author-designed twelve-paged illus-

trated children's book.

Concl usions

The readers in this study willingly shared their wisdom and

insights with this researcher. Analyzing the responses these subjects

made to print allows several conclusions to be reached. Perhaps the

most important of these conclusions is that each reader brings a

unique set of behaviors to the formal reading setting. No two readers

in this study produced identical responses. And twenty-six of the

thirty readers possessed unique combinations of strategies. Readers

and their responses are indeed unique. There are, however, similarities

among the readers which lead this researcher to conclude that there are

productive uses to be made of the similarities.

The second conclusion drawn from this study is that reader simi-

larities provide more or less "natural" instructional groupings which
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allow similar strengths to be the basis for lessons. Lessons based on

reader strengths can provide the experience necessary to acquire new

strengths while providing impetus for retaining and revising old

strategies.

Reader strengths, when not taken into account, often suffer during

instruction. A third conclusion from this study concerns preservation

of existing reader strengths. Unless there is an awareness and an

appreciation of the reading strategies possessed, instruction can, in

some readers, foster abandonment of old behaviors in favor of new ones,

rather than an acquisition of new strategies with a maintenance and

refinement of old strategies. Using pictures and experience need not

be abandoned so that graphophonic strategies can take their places.

Pictures and experience are often important to the reading process

(i.e., science textbooks, patterns, and directions). This strategy

should likely be preserved if revised to be used more efficiently.

A fourth conclusion concerns the influences of strategy acquisi-

tion and attrition. It would seem that the new strategies acquired

and/or the strategies abandoned are influenced by not only instruction

but also by the strategies possessed themselves. Readers who omitted

words, for example, stopped omitting words when they developed grapho-

phonic and morphemic strategies. Word omissions as a strategy may be

an unsatisfactory recourse which readers quickly abandon when new possi-

bility exists. Another example of the influence strategies have on the

acquisition/attrition of other strategies can be found in the group who

most frequently began producing non-words. When this group acquired
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graphophonic strategies they relinquished use of pictures and experi-

ence. They simultaneously began producing non-words.

Prior strategies do seem to impact on the acquisition of new

strategies, but coupled with prior strategies is of course instruc-

tional emphasis. The conclusion reached about the impact of instruc-

tional emphasis is that such impact is more observable in readers with

fewer strategies. It seems that readers with few strategies made the

most gains and the gains were in areas of high instructional emphasis.

Readers with more strategies seemed less likely to abandon or acquire

strategies and more likely to revise and refine strategies.

Another conclusion from the study is that assessments of reader

strengths should be taken regularly. As the differences in behaviors

in observation II indicates, reader strengths and weaknesses change

over the course of instruction. Environments and experiences need to

change in accordance with the changes in the readers' behaviors.

Finally, this researcher concluded that strategy lessons are

appropriate for beginning readers. New strategies can be introduced

using the strategies of individual or groups of students as the lesson

base. Many readers do acquire new strategies and maintain or make more

efficient old strategies. With attention to this process from teachers,

the process of acquiring new strategies while revising, for more effi-

ciency, other strategies, is a more likely occurrence in the popula-

tion.
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Impi i cations

There are implications of this research for those people particu-

larly involved with reading and young children. The study has many

implications for classroom teachers of beginning readers. This group

is involved with assessing skills and planning activities for these

readers. The results of this study suggest that assessment of begin-

ning reader skills is in need of revision. The testing which currently

goes on in first-grade classrooms gives scores and identifies missed

items. The tests do not indicate what the reader can do. Not knowing

what the reader is able to do makes instruction inefficient. The study

would seem to suggest that there is an advantage for teachers to use a

miscue analysis procedure to assess the abilities of the beginners.

Among other advantages there is fact that a miscue analysis procedure

gives a teacher a place to start with each child. It also gives the

teacher an understanding of what the child is doing. It further gives

the teacher insight into the "logic" and learning competence of the

children.

For parents of young readers, there are similar implications deriv-

ing from this study. Parents can also gain insight and understanding

of the child's efforts. This insight should lead to appropriate

approval and encouragement of the child's efforts. It should eliminate

the kind of disapproval which causes children to abandon all attempts

to make sense of print. The insight may, in fact, suggest to some

parents ways to suggest new experiences which might help the reader to
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revise the hypothesis on which he/she is currently working.

Other people involved with young readers, reading specialists,

and school administrators may find the results of this study helpful.

Reading specialists and reading teacher educators will need to assist

in the planning of programs which include language experience opportuni-

ties appropriate for the strategies and strengths of all readers. The

results of this study suggest that new directions in these programs

are warranted. Administrators may use the insights from this study to

better evaluate textbooks and programs to be implemented in their

school s

.

There are implications for reading researchers. It seems clear

that there is need for more empirical research into beginning reading.

It is important to understand what the child has learned and on what the

child bases his decisions about print. New models for data collection

and assessment seem likewise in order. It is time consuming and tedious

to look at the reading behaviors in the ways suggested in this study.

The rewards in insights and appreciation of the young readers more than

justify the tedium. New and more efficient models for observing and

assessing this age group are necessary if researchers would provide the

support needed by the in-service educational personnel.

There are still other implications from the research for the

notions of literacy and for the constitution of classroom environments.

There are also implications for planning in-service and pre-service

teacher training. Literacy in a print-abundant environment, it would

seem, develops almost naturally in response to that environment.
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The constitution of classrooms should take advantage of the child's

natural learning responses to print occurring in his/her environment.

Classrooms should therefore make print a functional part of the learn-

ing environment. Not only should books, stories and bulletin boards

be a part of the classroom, but also messages to the children, direc-

tions, and information important to the running of the classroom

should be in written form as often as it is feasible.

Finally, the research suggests that information about beginning

readers would be most beneficial in the hands of those most directly

involved with beginning readers. In-service and pre-service teachers

might both benefit from training in the kind of response analysis

employed in this study. Further, these teachers should, during the

course of training, observe children reading and begin to evaluate

their responses to gain a clearer understanding of the efforts of these

learners as they strive to make sense of the print. Lesson planning

after such training should be more attuned to the abilities and needs

of the young beginning readers.

Recommendations for Other Researchers

This research effort was supported in part by a Rockefeller

Foundation Fellowship. Planning research with the aid of this kind of

financial support allows for a larger-scaled project than in otherwise

possible. The larger project also places greater demands on the project

planners. Careful snd advanced planning is the essential element neces-

sary to the success of this kind of project.
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The recommendations for those attempting this kind of project

include:

1. Select sites and get support of school personnel
well in advance of the beginning of data collec-
tion

2. Plan travel to sites to be at regular intervals

3. Enlist the aid of reliable assistants for typing,
data coding, and, if possible, the grant paperwork

4. Develop and trial -test all research instruments
before the project begins.

Suggestions for Further Research

Beginning reading research which attempts to describe what readers

are actually doing is a fascinating area which requires much work and

imagination. Recommendations for further research in this area

include:

1. Research should be undertaken to develop a reliable
instrument to evaluate the miscues and reading
attempts of beginning readers.

2. Research should also be undertaken to assess more

accurately instructional impact on reading strate-

gies.

3. A replication of this study with a variety of printed

materials, and a variety of beginning readers should

be conducted. The improved miscue analysis procedure

for beginning readers should also be included in the

procedure.
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(when
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stops
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FOR
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE

PRINT-REACTION INSTRUMENTS



INSTRUMENT I

A WALK THROUGH THE NEIGHBORHOOD
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i

Written

by;

Cynthia

M.

Elliott



171



172



173

I
ate

Cheerios.

They

are

my

favorite

things

to

eat.



174



175



We

looked

out

for

cars

and

then

we

crossed

the

street.
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177

She

said

no!



vVe

crossed

a

wide

street

at

the

corner

178



179

We

played

on

the

swings

before

we

left.



180





a

said

I
had

to

take

a
nap.

182



183

I
told

her

I

wasn't

sleepy

at

all.



INSTRUMENT II

LET'S PLAY MUSEUM
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Written

By:

Cynthia

Margot

Elliott
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One

morning

it

rained.
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They

could

not

go

outside.
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What's

museum?

191

Museum

Is

where

they

have

old

things



So

they

got

out

the

crayons

and

the

paper

and

started

to

draw

192

and

some

new

things.



Amia

drew

a

giraffe

193

and

a

yellow

school

bus.
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195



Bryan

and

Amia

began

to

shout,

196



197



This

really

is

a

beautiful

museum.

198

«/»

cu
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Bryan

and

Amia

were

very

proud

of

their

museum.
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PRINT-REACTION

OBSERVATION SHEETS



OBSERVATION SHEET

INSTRUMENT I



SUBJECT

OBSERVATION

SHEET
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OBSERVATION SHEET

INSTRUMENT II



SUBJECT

OBSERVATION
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now

thines

to

look

at,"

said

Bryan.
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TABLE 33

INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS
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Publishing Company: MacMillan Publishing Company. Inc
Publishing Date: 1975
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TABLE 34

INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS
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TABLE 36

INSTRUCTIONAL EMPHASIS

Textbook: Sun Up and Reading Skills
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Publishing Date: 1974
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